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CNY Memorial Stair Climb
By Daniel Baldwin
Friday, September 11th,
marked the 14-year anniversary of the day that the U.S.
nation was attacked. A day
where thousands of emergency service workers and
citizens died as a result of the
LSVVM½GXIVVSVMWXEXXEGOW
The city of Utica took
the time to remember and
honor those people by
LSWXMRKMXW½VWXERRYEP'2=
1IQSVMEP7XEMV'PMQF1SVI
XLER½VI½KLXIVWTSPMGI
SJ½GIVWQMPMXEV]QIQFIVW
and local residents entered
MRWMHIXLI2=73J½GI&YMPHing in downtown Utica and
walked up 110 stories, which
was equivalent to the World
8VEHI'IRXIV´WWXSVMIW
%PPXLI½VI½KLXIVWERHTSPMGI
SJ½GIVW[SVIXLIMVYRMJSVQW
while the other residents,
who did not work for the
TSPMGISV½VIHITEVXQIRX
wore gym shorts and athletic

ETTEVIP&YXIZIV]SRI [LS
participated in the climb,
wore a tag that showed a
picture and name of a person who died on this tragic
day.

hung their tag on a memorial
board.

Residents, who did not participate in the climb, had the
chance to see other people
walk up the stairs through a
T.V. screen, which was placed
outside the building.

“The thoughts are always
with our brothers who
passed away and went up
into those towers that day,”
;IWXQSVIPERH½VI½KLXIV
Dave Hartwelo said.“That
never leaves our mind.”

When the servicemen/
women completed their walk
inside the building, they then
went up on the stage, located outside the building, and

All who were in the climb,
had the same mindset, which
was to always remember
9/11 and never forget.

.IJJ&YVOLEVXHMVIGXSVJSV
XLI'2=1IQSVMEP7XEMV
'PMQFWEMHXLEXXLMWWXEMV
climb was also a time for
servicemen/women to come
together as one.
“This event is a solemn
SRI²&YVOLEVXWEMH ±FYXEPWS
a celebration of brotherhood
and the lives that we moralize here today. It is a good
XMQIJSVXLI½VI½KLXIVW)17
and police to meld together
and become one big group.”
After the ceremony, Sickenberger Lane on Varick St. in
9XMGELSWXIHEFIRI½XIZIRX
GEPPIHXLI&VSXLIVLSSH&EWL
The bash was open to the
public with a $5.00 cover
charge along with all of the
climbers and emergency service workers who attended
this event. T

(PICK UP AVAILABLE)

WE PAY
YOU $$$

CALL 315-794-5498
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hello
Hello Again,
We received several
thought provoking poems
composed by Joe Mento of
St. Johnsville. The following
poem “The Kind Words” we
feel came from down deep
where Joe Mento’s heart
lives.
THOSE KIND WORDS
The kind words
that were spoken,
Came my way when my
heart was broken.
They tried to take
the pain away,
With a hug that
came my way.
I was told what
they would do.
To try to help me
make it through.
As the days grow
into years,
The memories only
bring on tears.
I hope each day and
dream at night,
That things for me
will turn out right.
A better life I’ll
have someday,
When its time to
go my way.
By J.M.
If either the writer of
“Those kind words” or
readers are searching for
an answer to hope, may I
suggest a verse in the Holy
Bible found in John 3:16.
For God so loved the
world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have
everlasting life.
Evenings during the Second
World War, my brother and
I sat with our father listening
to the voices of Winston
Churchill, Franklin Delano
Roosevelt and even the
screams of Adolf Hitler over
the radio.
Dad would explain where
the allied armies of the
USA – England and France

So we kept the factories
of England and other countries busy manufacturing
our military equipment and
supplies.

thoughts from our
publisher, Fred Lee

[IVI½KLXMRKEKEMRWX%HSPTL
Hitler’s armies. We were
introduced to country
names such as North Africa,
Sicily and Italy and military
leaders as General Patton,
Eisenhower, Field Marshall
Montgomery as well as
Erwin Rommel the highly respected and feared German
½IPHQEVWLEPP
Why are we attempting to
recall names of the world
leaders during the 2nd
World War, “to set the
stage of history before and
after the war”?
Prior to the Second World
War – most Americans
basically had little or no interest in the aforementioned
names with one exception
- President of the United
States, Franklin D Roosevelt.
President Roosevelt was in
SJ½GIHYVMRKXLI+VIEX(Ipression of the 1930’s. His
plan to save the U.S. by pulling the country out of the
depressions was applauded
by most of the U.S. Citizens
– not all, but most.
He introduced several government funded work plans
such as the C.C.C. camps,
building bridges, libraries and
roads. Yes, his government
spending plans put American
men back to work. The plan
basically failed. The jobs created would cease when the
Government funds stopped.
Now lets go back a few
years to the era of the 1st
World War. The 1st world
war was to be the war to
end all wars. We learned
the hard way a few years’
later when rumors were
reaching our country about
a German leader Adolph
Hitler was building a huge
military machine – obviously
a machine too large for defense purpose. The II world
war was brewing.
During the 1st world war
the United States factories were not equipped to
manufacture most of the
armaments that our military
required.

Possibly a product of Good
Luck when the 1st world
war ended, America had
thousands of factories. Most
of those factories, while not
being overworked, had manufacturing equipment.
Due somewhat to the
1st world war effort U.S.
companies failed to develop
world trade.
In the 1930’s the U.S. sank
into a great depression.
Over 25% of the working
population did not have a
source of steady income –
no jobs.
Now lets jump again
into the 1930s the Great
Depression and Franklin D
Roosevelt’s plans. Roosevelt
went on a great spending
spree with government
money to create employment. In a small way, it
seemed it might work. It
didn’t.
President Roosevelt was
given great credit for saving
the country. His plan did
not work. The 2nd world
war in Europe came along.
The United States with all
of its factories became the
“Arsenal of Democracy”
American ship yards and factories produced 2,261 major
warships, 66,055 landing
crafts, 297,000 air crafts,
86,000 tanks and 2 million
trucks – we supplied, sold to
nearly all of the countries of
the world.
Our factories were having
a boom time. My father, like
most men who were too
old to become members of
the military, became factory
workers. My dad earned
over $110.00 per week. It
was the best paying job of
his lifetime.
Plainly speaking the lessons
we learned during the 1st
World War connected to
the fact that we had thousands of our own factories
capable of producing war
weapons and our factories
were 3000 miles away from
Hitler’s and Japan’s war machines created unbelievable
opportunities for manufacturing business in the United
States.
During the depression
years, we couldn’t rub two
nickels together. After the
2nd World War – because

we were the military
manufacturing source for
the world, we became the
richest nation on earth.

A reader’s suggestion:“If
you can’t say something
good about a person, then
don’t say anything at all.”

Now listen up – can we
afford to lose our U.S.A. factories to countries such as
Mexico, China, and Japan? If
a major war breaks out, who
will manufacture our war
machines? If we don’t have
the factories, it won’t be the
United States.

Hello Again says:That is
great advice. However, to a
writer, does that mean he
should not tell the truth?
Remember your best
friend could be your
neighbor.Take time to be his
JVMIRH½VWX

met him yet, visit with your
family or friends in church
on Sunday.
The little red bike saw
you waving. He was born
in Canada. I think he can
trace his happy heart back
to Ireland. When we ramble
by and you wave I can hear
his heart say God bless you
[MXLE½RI-VMWLFVSKYI
Fred Lee

·············

The one who will never
let you down is your Father
in Heaven. If you haven’t
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Waxing 101:
-What to know before waxing your car
Waxing a car is a great
way to maintain its exterior.
Including waxing as part of
your routine vehicle maintenance can protect the car
or truck from some natural
hazards, including sun damage, pollen and the dirt and
grime that can accumulate
on a car over time.
Motorists unfamiliar with
waxing may be intimidated
by the sheer volume of waxes on the shelves at their
local automotive supply
stores, which will no doubt
offer an array of both liquid
and paste waxes as well as
many spray waxes.When
testing waxes in 2013, Consumer Reports found that
liquid and paste waxes were
relatively equal with regard
to their effectiveness, while
spray waxes were very
convenient though not very
durable.
Waxing a vehicle is no
small task, and drivers
should learn as much as
they can about car wax and

Now...

the different types of waxes
before attempting the job
themselves.
The differences
between waxes
In their study of liquid,
paste and spray waxes, Consumer Reports found that
paste waxes were easier
to apply than liquid waxes,
but that the overall performance of paste waxes fell
short of liquid waxes. Liquid
waxes were very durable
and provided the gloss many
motorists look for when
waxing their vehicles. But
PMUYMH[E\IW[IVIHMJ½GYPX
to apply evenly, something
½VWXXMQIVWWLSYPHGSRWMHIV
when choosing a wax. Spray
waxes were convenient and
easy to use, and many can
be wiped off without drying.
But Consumer Reports
found spray waxes were not
as durable as liquid or paste
waxes, so they may need to
be applied more frequently.
Because waxing is done to

U-PULL-IT
PARTS

Cash Paid for Scrap Metal $$
$
U-PULL HOURS:
SCALE HOURS:
Mon.- Fri. 8 to 5
Sat. 8 to 4

Mon.- Fri. 8 to 4
Sat. 8 to 11:30

RUBICON RECYCLING
7895 Tannery Rd., Rome, NY
DMV#7115034

315-337-2233

A fresh coat of wax can protect cars and trucks from the
elements, including fallen leaves.
protect a car and improve
its appearance, it’s important
that drivers waxing their
ZILMGPIWJSVXLI½VWXXMQI
test the wax on an area
of their vehicles that is not
easily seen to the naked eye.
This affords some room for
error as you learn the waxing ropes while also allowing
you to test out different
[E\IWYRXMP]SY½RHXLI
VMKLX½X
There are some additional
tricks drivers can employ
when waxing their vehicles
that can make the job easier

Boulevard Trailers, Inc.

;EWL½VWXXLIR[E\
Make sure you give your
car or truck a good wash
before you apply any wax.
Allow the car to dry completely before applying any
wax.
• Avoid sunlight. Consumer
Reports notes that sunlight
can soften paint and make it
susceptible to scratching, so
avoid washing and waxing
your car in direct sunlight.
9WIQMGVS½FIVXS[IPW
1MGVS½FIVXS[IPW[IVI
found to be more effective
than cloth rags at removing
residue. In addition, cloth
rags can trap dirt and
WGVEXGL½RMWLIWWSSTXJSV
lamb’s wool mitts instead.
• Go from top to bottom.
The bottom of a vehicle is
more susceptible to grime,
so work your way down
when waxing so you are not
contaminating your towels.
A contaminated towel increases the risk of scratching
your vehicle’s exterior.

Model 100R

1,195

$
$

315-736-5851

and the wax that much
more effective.

boulevardtrailers.com

2 Oriskany Boulevard, Whitesboro, NY 13492

When waxing your
vehicle, the right wax and
technique can make all the
difference. T
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Gardening with efficiency and ease
which I thank him.We had frosts, wet spells and dry spells,
disease, bugs, wood chucks, rabbits and deer. If we were
lucky and escaped all that-- after hoeing and weeding all
summer-- whatever we chose to plant for market turned
out to be selling for three cents a peck.
Each year, it seems, I read about farmers dumping loads
of produce on a major highway to protest low prices.They
seem to think that, somehow, motorists are at fault. In a way,
farmers are right. Engine exhaust contains nitric oxide, an
ingredient of fertilizer, though I doubt motorists are deliberating blowing fertilizer out their exhausts just to create
surplus crops.
4IVWSREPP]-JIIPJEVQIVWEVIIRXMVIP]NYWXM½IHMRHYQTMRK
those tons of surplus produce onto major highways.What
IPWIGERXLI]HS#-JXLI]TPS[XLIQYRHIVXLI]´PPNYWXQYPtiply and mutate into more and more weird volunteers. All
XLEXEWMHIMX´WRSXXSWE]XLEXEKEVHIRIVGER´XIRNS]KVS[MRK
crops.

By Joseph Parzych
With the economy as it is, gardening is a viable option
much like the Victory Gardens during WWII. But is it worth
the bother of it all? Most certainly. Anyone can garden with
IJ½GMIRG]ERHIEWI=SYRIIHSRP]JSPPS[Q]JSSPTVSSJTPER
It does not have to be followed exactly. I usually begin by
HMKKMRKYTXLIKEVHIR[MXLQ]FEGOLSI=SYHSR´XRIIHXS
do that. My wife used to ask my brother to roto-till a plot
for her garden. I also have a farm tractor equipped with a
plow, but I like to dig up the soil with my backhoe in the
spring or stack the garden loam in the fall, layer it with leaves
ERHXLIRPIZIPMXMRXLIWTVMRK-PMOIHSMRKMXXLEX[E]-X¾YJJW
YTXLIWSMPERHWEZIWQSRI];IPPQE]FIMXHSIWR´XWEZI
money, but it does justify owning a backhoe.
To garden successfully, you need also to develop the right
mind-set.There is nothing like poring over seed catalogues
XSHIZIPSTETSWMXMZIEXXMXYHI8LIVI´WRIZIVEFMXSJRIKEXMZity, nor even so much as a hint of failure, there.The bountiful
display of fruit and vegetables in glorious color is certain to
inspire the worst pessimist.
A common mistake is reading gardening articles. No.Wait!
2SXQMRI-´QXEPOMRKEFSYXXLISXLIVKY]W8LI]H[IPPXSS
much on detail, with long lists of things that must be done
NOW.They dredge up a depressing list of plagues, pests, and
pitfalls that are enough to make a body cut up their garden
XSSPWJSV½VI[SSHERHLIEHSYXXSXLIWYTIVQEVOIXJSV
vegetables, stopping on the way at a tavern for a bracer to
lift the spirits.
Nowhere do these so-called “experts” mention the rejuvenating power of puttering amidst the greenery of the garden, nor the satisfaction of hacking down overgrown weeds,
while observing the marvels of creation. And I can tell you
I get some marvels.When volunteers from the previous
]IEV´WKEVHIRGSQIYT-PIXXLIQKVS[QSWXP]FIGEYWI-GER
never tell for sure if the sprouting plants are ones I planted,
volunteers, or weeds.
After a few years, my volunteers got crossed with several
varieties of squash, pumpkins, gourds, and maybe morning
glories to mutate into stranger and stranger varieties that
would make Luther Burbank take note. One year, I ended
up with weird squash-like globs, pale yellow with streaks
SJKVIIR-XSSOEPSEHHS[RXSXLI7YVZMZEP'IRXIV-HSR´X
know if anyone survived them, but the folks running the
place did not beg me to bring more.When I mentioned
that I still had enough to feed the French Foreign Legion, the
lady at the desk said something about having a big enough
dumpster bill already and gave a little sniff at my basket of
mutant squash. She apparently has some sort of squash
allergy; I could tell.
While I often have an ample yield of mutants, gardeners
WLSYPHR´XGSRGIVRXLIQWIPZIWEFSYX]MIPH8LEX´WJEVQMRK
which my father cured me of at a very early age, and for

8LIVI´WERIEWMIV[E]YWMRKQ]QIXLSHSJHMZMRIKYMHance. Observe Mother Nature at work—or more accurately—not at work.There in the Bible is the parable about the
master who admonishes his servant to refrain from pulling
weeds for fear of uprooting the good plants.Therein, lies the
WIGVIX-XMWWYGLI\GIPPIRXEHZMGIXLEX-´QKSMRKXSJVEQIERH
hang it by my lounge chair.
Not only is leaving the weeds alone much easier than all
that hoeing and weeding, it results in a more favorable cost/
FIRI½XVEXMS(SMRKXLIEFWSPYXIQMRMQYQVIWYPXWMRXLI
highest ratio; giving the greatest harvest for the least effort.
3JGSYVWI ]SY´PPLEZIEKEVHIRGLSOIH[MXL[IIHWFYXXLEX
MWR´XEPPFEHIMXLIV-XGERFIMRXIVIWXMRKXS[MXRIWWXLIKVMQ
battle of good and evil—plants versus weeds. Recent studies
have shown that weeds produce insect repellents which
GSYPHTVSXIGX]SYVTPERXW %RHEX]IEV´WIRH[LIRXLIKEVden is turned under, the weeds help replenish the soil with
nutrients.Try to think positive.
=SYQE]LSIEFMXSVSGGEWMSREPP]TYPPEJI[[IIHWMRXLI
role of benevolent being.Then, when the weeds grow so
thick as to hamper strolling through the garden, you have
FYXXS½VIYTXLIPE[RQS[IVXSKSHS[RXLIVS[WGVIEXMRKE½RIPE[RJSVXLITPERXWXSPSPPYTSR[LMPI]SYVIXYVR
the mowed weeds to the soil as nutrients. A hidden squash
or cucumber may fall victim to the mower, spraying out in a
plume of pulp and seeds with a resounding “thr-r-rp”, but I
charge that off to “thinning”.
Nowhere is there anything in the good book against power
QS[MRKXLSYKL-´HVIGIMZIWSQIHEVOPSSOWJVSQQ][MJI
who had forbidden me to set foot in her section of the
garden when she practiced the art of gardening. She was a
traditionalist, bent on all that drudgery of hoeing and weedMRKVEXLIVXLERYWMRKQ]0YXLIV&YVFEROWGMIRXM½GETTVSEGL
One year, our living room rug began to look a bit tired.To
QIMXWXMPPPSSOIHPMOIEWYRHETTPIHJSVIWX¾SSV1]FVSXLIV
in-law said it looked like chopped broccoli. My wife agreed.
And up it went. I use the discarded rug to lay strips between
the rows. Like Burbank, I pursue gardening research relentPIWWP]JSVMRRSZEXMRK[E]WSJIJ½GMIRG]
I found that seedlings planted in plastic foam cups do far
better than plants in peat pots.That I tend to forget to
water the peat pots may be a factor while the neglected
foam cups retain moisture. One year I planted tomato seeds
MR½ZIKEPPSRTPEWXMGFYGOIXW-PYKKIHXLIQMRERHSYXSJXLI
house until past the danger of late spring frost, talking to
them, admiring them, and congratulating myself, incessantly,
while my wife rolled her eyes to heaven imploring the very
being I sought to emulate. All summer I carried on as my
wife clung to sanity.
That fall, I announced,“With all these plants bearing so
RMGIP][I´PPLEZIFYXXSVIEGLSYXVMKLXLIVIMRSYVS[R
OMXGLIRXSTMGOEVMTIXSQEXSEXEVQ´WPIRKXL²
Actually, all the plants had all died but one. But, it was a
tough one. Anyway, my enthusiasm failed to catch on, and I
[SRHIVIHEFSYXQ][MJI´WZMXEQMR&MRXEOI

Then, one Indian summer day, I left my remaining tomato
plant out to bask in the sun, and neglected to bring it in for
the night.The temperature dropped. By morning my tomato
plant slumped like overcooked spinach. My wife somehow
WIIQIHYRQSZIHF]XLMWXVEKIH]2IZIVXLIPIWW-HMHR´XPIXMX
discourage me from gardening. Failure, I often pointed out to
her, is invaluable because it gives contrast to your successes,
LS[IZIVJI[2SRIXLIPIWW-½RHXLIVIEVIJI[JEMPYVIWMJI\EQMRIHGPSWIP]IRSYKL8LIVI´WEP[E]WXLI[IEXLIVXSFPEQI
-HSR´XGSRWMHIVQ]KEVHIREJEMPYVIMJMXHSIWR´XTVSHYGI
IRSYKLEX]IEV´WIRHXSJIIHEWMGOGLMGOIR %XPIEWX-[SR´X
have littered the highways with surplus produce, nor long to
throw myself under the wheels of a passing truck in despair.
-YWIHXSWXVSPPSZIVXSQ][MJI´WKEVHIRFIJSVIWLITEWWIH
on, to sample some of her vegetables when she was busy
elsewhere. Now I go out to sit on the chopped broccoli rug
FIX[IIRXLIVS[WXSGSRXIQTPEXIRI[EZIRYIWSJWGMIRXM½G
IJ½GMIRG] T

“A weed is but
an unloved
:o
 G1 1 I
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Cherry trees

By Joseph Parzych
I was 17 when I served
MRXLI%VQ]½VWXEWEWXEJJ
car driver in Washington,
D.C. but shipped out to
'EPMJSVRMEFIJSVI'LIVV]
blossom time. I traveled on
to occupied Japan where I
joined the 11th Airborne,
when my immature brain
lead me to believe that
NYQTMRKSYXSJEMVTPERIW
[SYPHFIKVIEXJYR3RXLI
RSVXLIVRMWPERHSJ,SOOEMHS
where I was stationed, the
cherry trees blossomed a bit
PEXIVFIGEYWISJXLIRSVXLern latitude, but when the
trees blossomed, delicate
TMROTIXEPWHVMJXIHHS[R
XSFPEROIXXLIIEVXL %VQ]
XVYGOWTEWWMRKF]WIRXLYKI
GPSYHWSJIRGLERXMRKTMRO
TIXEPWW[MVPMRKYTXS½PPXLI
air with a captivating display
SJGSPSV
Food was chronically scarce
in Japan, but I never saw
ER]SRITMGOMRKER]SJXLI
tiny cherries, leading me to
believe that the trees were
planted strictly as ornamental, since the starving Japanese people were reduced
to eating grass prepared

JVSQVIGMTIWTVMRXIHMR
Japanese newspapers.
We had a cherry tree on
our lawn at home. It not
SRP]TVSHYGIHFIEYXMJYP
blossoms but bore a bountiJYPGVSTSJHIPMGMSYWGLIVVMIW
as well. My mother loved
that tree. But, one year, the
tree became so laden with
JVYMXXLEXEPEVKIFVERGLWTPMX
E[E]1]JEXLIV[LS[EW
WOMPPIHEXKVEJXMRKPMJXIHXLI
FVERGLFEGOMRXSTSWMXMSR
and tied it securely so that
it could grow together,
again. For some reason, he
HMHR´XYWIKVEJXMRK[E\XS
seal the wound, but applied
ETSYPXMGISJGS[QERYVI
wrapping it up with cloth
secured with twine. PerLETWLI½KYVIHXLIQERYVI
would supply nutrients to
the branch to promote
LIEPMRK,I½KYVIH[VSRK-X
OMPPIHXLIXVII QYGLXSQ]
QSXLIV´WHMWQE]1]JEXLIV
planted another tree, but
that died, too, causing my
mother renewed sorrow.
When I began earning
money enough to buy a
tree, and had a car with
which to bring it home, I

[SYPHPMOIXSWE]XLEX-EGXIH
SVJEMPIHXSEGXXSWTEVI
Q]QSXLIVJVSQJYVXLIV
sorrow. But, I was young and
JSSPMWL[MXLSXLIVXLMRKW
on my mind, and I never
bought her another cherry
tree.Years later, I did plant a
GSYTPISJ&MRKGLIVV]XVIIW
on my lawn when I built a
house,but that too, died,
perhaps by the same curse
that doomed the trees
TPERXIHF]Q]JEXLIV
My daughter, Deborah, who
PSZIHXVIIWERH¾S[IVWWYGGIWWJYPP]TPERXIHEPPQERRIV
SJXLIQMRLIVWTEGMSYWFEGO
]EVHWYGGIWWJYPP]KVS[MRK
several cherry trees that
FSVIFSYRXMJYPP]QYGLXS
XLIHIPMKLXSJWUYMVVIPW[LS
EXIQSWXSJXLIQ7LILEH
a decidedly green thumb
[LIRMXGEQIXS¾S[IVWERH
cherry trees, as opposed to
XLIFPEGOXLYQF-MRLIVMXIH
JVSQQ]JEXLIV
Deborah died about 9
years ago, along with her
¾S[IVW[LIRLIVLYWFERHKPIIJYPP]QS[IHEPP
XLI¾S[IVWHS[R[MXLE
[IIH[LEGOIV T
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Get your home fall- and winter-ready
-with 5 simple projects
necessary.

(MS) — If boots, a warm
hat and a tuned-up snow
blower are the only items
on your winter preparation
list, your home maintenance
plan may need a makeover.These simple home
maintenance projects can
help lower your energy bills,
prevent more costly repairs
and/or increase the lifespan
of your home.
1. Heating & Ventilation —
)\EQMRI]SYV½VITPEGIERH
chimney system to ensure
that no soot or creosote
has collected. Any cracks
or voids could potentially
GEYWIE½VI&IJSVI]SY

turn the furnace or boiler
SRVITPEGIXLIEMV½PXIVERH
hire a professional to inspect
the unit more thoroughly.
These steps will improve
XLIIJ½GMIRG]ERHPMJISJ
your furnace and will ensure
stable indoor air quality.
2. Seal Windows and
Doors — If not properly
sealed, windows and doors
can be a major culprit for
heat loss.To keep the warm
air inside, inspect the weather-stripping around your
home’s windows and doors
for leaks, rot or decay. Repair
or replace structural framing,
and caulk inside and out, if

3. Insulate well — One
of the easiest and most
effective defenses against
heat loss is proper insulation.
Prevent cold drafts from entering and the loss of heated
air through basement
headers, which, when left
exposed, can make your furnace work harder. Look for
a moisture-resistant product
offering high thermal
performance, such as Roxul
Comfortbatt insulation.
This type of mineral wool
insulation makes installation
simple. All that’s needed is
a serrated blade or bread
ORMJI'YXXLIFEXXXS½XXLI
cavity and press into place.
The insulation will help
MQTVSZIIRIVK]IJ½GMIRG]EW
soon as it’s in place and provide savings over the lifetime
of your home. Comfortbatt
can also be used to top or
replace old attic insulation.
Aim for an R-50 or a depth
of 16 inches.
&EGO]EVH'EVI°7EZI
your property from potential damage by trimming
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Tips for homeowners
¢  G  I

issues that arise.
%GGITXXLIQIWW'SRstruction work is messy.
There’s no way to maintain
a pristine house when
contractors are entering and
exiting all day. Dust is bound
to be generated, and tools
GER½PPYTVSSQW %LSQIMR
disarray can be stressful, but
continue to visualize the end
result and the mess won’t
bother you so much.

Home renovations are typically exciting, as homeowners get to see the visions of
their dream homes come to
light right before their very
eyes.Turning an outdated
bathroom into a modern
oasis or an empty basement
into the ultimate man cave
strengthens the sense of
attachment homeowners
have with their homes.

picture of what can be expected with the work, from
demolition to the punch list.
Knowing what lies ahead can
keep you grounded throughout the project.

• Discuss work each day
and set payment schedules.
Make payments contingent
on work completed.This can
help keep contractors on
schedule. Paying for all work
But few home renovation
upfront leaves homeownprojects go from start to
ers at a disadvantage, as it
½RMWL[MXLSYXI\TIVMIRGMRKE does not provide incentive
few bumps in the road along for workers to be timely
the way. Such bumps can be
ERHIJ½GMIRX'LIGOMR[MXL
HMJ½GYPXXSLERHPIJSVLSQI- workers to get daily progowners working on their
ress reports.
½VWXVIRSZEXMSRTVSNIGXW
but there are many ways
Establish a
for novices to navigate the
sometimes murky waters of
contingency
home improvement projects
and come out relatively
plan.
unscathed on the other end,
where a newly renovated
home awaits.
• Have reasonable expec• Plan well and know what
to expect.When working
with contractors, get all
agreements in writing and
spell out exactly what you
desire in a home renovation. Photo references can
help guide contractors and
architects. Ask for the full

tations. A renovation project
may exceed its budget and
take longer than initially
expected. Understanding
that these potential setbacks
might be part of the process
will make it easier to handle
them when the foreman
speaks to you about any

• Establish a contingency
plan. Bathrooms and kitchen
renovations are typically the
most disruptive home improvement projects. Going
without a kitchen can make
MXHMJ½GYPXXSIRNS]QIEPWEX
home, while a bathroom
remodel may require you
to navigate water shutoffs.
If your project is scheduled
to take several months,
establish a contingency plan
to deal with the consequences of your renovation
project. Speak with family
members about using some
of their home amenities, and
prepare and freeze meals in
advance so you can reheat
them later on when you
don’t have access to your
stove.
• Plan your escape. Sometimes the constant work and
mess of construction is too
much to bear. Afford yourself time away by visiting
relatives or staying at a hotel.
Even a single night away can
provide the relief you need.
A home that is undergoing
a remodel can be a less than
comfortable environment.
But homeowners who have
never before lived through a
renovation project can take
several steps to make the
process go as smoothly as
possible. T

5 simple projects from previous.....
overgrown trees and shrubs to prevent
ice-laden branches from thrashing against
electrical wires and your home’s exterior.
Drain/shut off any exterior faucets and
sprinkler systems to prevent freezing. Ensure
rain or snow drains away from the house to
avoid foundation problems.
5. Roof and Gutters — Inspect your roof
for shingles that are warped, damaged or
even missing to prevent a future leak. Use
VSS½RKGIQIRXERHEGEYPOMRKKYRXSWIEP

joints where water could penetrate, such as
around the chimney, skylights or vent pipes.
Make sure that your gutters and downspouts are securely fastened. Downspouts
WLSYPHI\XIRHEXPIEWX½ZIJIIXE[E]JVSQ
XLILSQIXSTVIZIRX¾SSHMRK
When it comes to preventative maintenance, a little time and effort can save
thousands in energy costs and repair bills
over the lifetime of your home. T
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The Green Onion Pub

-a safe haven for those saying “Cheers” to craft beer
By Carly Proulx
Having just inhaled one
very large piece of pizza
at Slice Pizzeria in Utica I
walked across the street to
The Green Onion Pub. It
was 4 o clock on a Friday, and the pub at 2018
Genesee St. had just opened
its doors. I thought about
getting a cup of delicious
artisan coffee to help digest
the cheesy goodness from
Cafe Domenico across
from the pub and grinding
beans between Slice and
The Other Side; a non-forTVS½XSVKERM^EXMSRXLEXMW
dedicated to providing space
for informative community
based events. Nevertheless
I knew I only had room for
one heavenly beverage.This
beverage is cold, and not
how I take my coffee. If you
guessed craft beer you are
a like minded trendy indeed.
My friend Matt was with
me, and as I was $10 in his
debt he agreed a slice and a
couple of brews to cleanse
the pallet was a fair way to
square up.
Behind the bar was Colin
Hubbell, part owner of
TGOP, and alongside his dad
Chris part owner of Hop &
Goblet; a craft beer and specialty grocery store selling
home-brew supplies located
in the same plaza as Slice,
just a stones throw from the
pub.The 12 beers on tap
here normally consist of a
variety of local and out of
state craft brews.These 12
taps are constantly switched
up to maintain the demand
for fresh new brews based
upon whatever elicits the
beer lover owners, staff, and
customers intrigue.Though
today was slightly different.
There was still a selection
of 12 different beers to
choose from, only they
were all from Ballast Point
Brewery out of San Diego,
Ca.Total tap takeover was
the word. I happen to work
at a craft beer pub myself,
however, this was a beer
event I hadn’t yet heard of.
My mouth watered when I
saw the Habanero Sculpin,
an India pale ale with added
habanero peppers as as one
of many exciting options on
the menu.The man next to
me, seemingly a regular with
his TGOP green tee told me
the habanero spice worked
really well. I love anything
involving heat and spice and
so declined the sample Col-

in offered me, going straight
for the pint. Low and behold
it’s now one of my favorite
beers.Without a doubt
expect an eclectic selection,
something sure to lure your
curious lips up to a pint glass
or bottle of something never before sipped, but not to
worry, the one draft staple
you can always count on is
the ceremonial Utica Club.
The bar stools were all
being occupied by thirsty
enthusiasts, and so Matt and
I helped ourselves to one
of the empty and roomy
dark wood booths nearest
the Pac-Man machine that
sat against the wall opposite
the bar. It felt as if this place
had been here long before
I was born, as if it was the
one place in all of Central
NY that hadn’t changed
with these exponentially
advancing technological
times.There was this instantaneous feeling of comfort,
yet the inspiring sort as we
sat there watching the locals
and regulars interact, all with
their quenched thirsts, pats
on the back, and familiar
smiles. How refreshing that
these eyes were anywhere
but their phones.Whenever
anyone new strolled in Colin
would greet them by name.
I thought to myself “This
is why people open a pub.
This is why people frequent.
This is how a pub should
be.” They had a common
kinship.Their love of beer
and a nice quiet corner of
the world to drink, relax,
and unwind.“They” might be
25, or 65, but whatever kind
of day or whatever kind of
life they were temporarily
staving off didn’t so much
matter. For now they were
among friends. Perhaps all
this had something to do
[MXLLS[XLMWFEV½VWXGEQI
to be.

Colin Hubbell, Nick Domenico, and Mark Motto go
way back with their roots in
South side Utica.They would
½VWXFIJVMIRHSRIERSXLIVEX
Hughes and Jones elementary schools. Colin lived
up the street from Mark in
South Utica, and a bit later
Colin and Nick played together on the championship
little league team Friendly’s.
Eventually they’d all part
ways for college, and other
real world endeavors. However these childhood friends
would remain such, never
losing touch. All three having
had Saranac Brewery in
their backyards and at their
½RKIVXMTWHIZIPSTIHEHIsire and standard for good
beer early on.Their matured
pallets would eventually
turn passion six years ago in
2009 when they decided to
share and spread the craft
word from their old stomping grounds. Both Colin and
Nick moved back and now
live nearby TGOP taking
turns behind the bar. Colin
opens the pub a few nights
a week, and come 2am
Nick closes it down.While
Mark now lives in Syracuse
he remains mainly behind
the scenes, yet still involved.
Whether you’re looking like
hell or a high roller, are a
neighborhood bohemian or
an out of town professional
the early evening crowd of
business men, retirees, and
other locals offers anyone
enticed an opportunity for
intellectually stimulating
conversation, witty banter,
and beer talk.
Chris Krawczyk, a regular I
ran into told me he used to
live around the corner from
TGOP before moving thirty
minutes away out on Cayuta
lake. He admitted that back
then the deciding factor of
buying his old house in the

South side, walking distance
from TGOP was having
discovered what would be
his new neighborhood bar.
Now a bit farther out he still
manages to drop in, and if in
need of a good sobering up
before the drive home Chris
has made plenty of friends
in the area who unquestioning offer their couches
for him to sleep it off. After
9pm brings in a whole new
crowd. Some might call
them hipsters, the nearby
college kids or mom’s basement bound scarf and ninety
degree winter hat wearing
amateurs, but I just refer to
them as night owls. I happen
to like craft beer a heck of a
lot, and unashamedly confess
I did my TGOP “research”
on two separate occasions.
I’d heard through the grapevine that there was quite
literally a day crowd, and
a night crowd. But it’s not
strictly hipster-centric, and
XLSYKL]SY´PP½RHXLIVI´WE
lot of youngsters who don’t
sleep until closing time with
the few surrounding schools
in the area of TGOP attracting a plethora of students
and those working late
nights in the restaurant and
bar industry, there is a handful of dull dressing adults
I know who move to this
same beat.You’re bound to
see an increase in unnecessary wardrobe items, but as
these are the hours where
the craft jukebox gets its fair
play who really cares? Nick
Domenico is responsible for
the tastey music selection,
just as Colin is the kingpin
of beers, and in my opinion
should be held accountable.
No seriously, someone
should award this guy best
jukebox music selector!
Though livelier, more
crowded, and a bit drunker
I got to hear the tunes of
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ADK Bloody Mary Tonic
By Al Dorantes

%WIGVIXLEWIWGETIHJVSQXLI%HMVSRHEGOW*VSQ8YTTIV
PEOIGSQIW%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMG'LVMWXMRI1EVUYMWLEW
FIIRFEVXIRHMRKJSV]IEVWERHLEWYWIHLIVWIGVIXVIGMTI
JSV]IEVWEXXLI8VEMP´W)RH8EZIVR

MWQERYJEGXYVIHMR2I[,EZIR'SRRIGXMGYXXS'LVMWXMRI´W
I\EGXMRKWXERHEVHW,IV½VWXSVHIV[EWGEWIWERHLIV
RHSVHIV EFSYXEQSRXLERHELEPJEKS [EW4EPPIXW
8LEXMWGEWIW

0EWXWYQQIVEJXIVWSQITYFPMGEXMSRWLMKLPMKLXIHXLI
&PSSH]1EV]QM\ 'LVMWXMRI1EVUYMWWXEVXIHSYXGERRMRK
GEWIWSJXLIXSRMGE[IIO7LIYWIHSPHJEWLMSRIHNEVWERH
XLIW[IIXWEPX]WSYVERHWEZSV]FEPPWXEVXIHVSPPMRKJVSQ
XLIVI

'LVMWXMRIHMHHMJJIVIRXIZIRXWXLMWWYQQIVTVSQSXMRK
%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMG7LIIZIR[IRXXS7XYVKMW
QSXSVG]GPIVEPP]7LIWIXYTSR1EMR7XVIIXXLIVIERH
MRXVSHYGIH7SYXL(EOSXEXS%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMG
0SGEPP]%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMG[EWEWTSRWSVSJ9XMGE
1YWMGERH%VXW*IWX

%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMGQM\GSRXEMRW]SYVX]TMGEP&PSSH]
1EV]MRKVIHMIRXW;SVGIWXIVWLMVIWEYGILSVWIVEHMWLPIQSR
NYMGI JSVXEVXRIWW WEPXERHTITTIVERHEQM\SJWIGVIX
WTMGIWEHHIHXSEZIKIXEFPINYMGIFEWI[LMGLKMZIW%(/
&PSSH]1EV]8SRMGQSVIHITXLSJ¾EZSV %(/&PSSH]1EV]
8SRMGMWEZEMPEFPIMRX[SZIVWMSRW6IKYPEVERH<XVE,SXX
8LI6IKYPEV%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMGMW'LVMWXMRI´WXVMIHERH
XVYIVIGMTI 8LIFSPHFPIRHSJFPIRHSJW[IIXWEPX]WSYV
ERHWEZSV]¾EZSVWQEOIWXLITIVJIGX&PSSH]1EV] 8LI<XVE
,SXXOMGOWXLISVMKMREPVIGMTIYTERSXGLERHEHHWWTMG]XS
XLIQM\-R'LVMWXMRIMWEHHMRKEVH¾EZSV7VMVEGLE
%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMGMWGYVVIRXP]EZEMPEFPIEXSZIV
PSGEXMSRW'LVMWXMRIWEMH±-X´WWIPPMRKPMOIGVE^]² 8LIXSRMG

'LVMWXMRIWEMH±4ISTPIPMOIE&PSSH]1EV]-X´WPMOIEXVIEX
FYXQSWXTISTPIHSR´XKSERHFY]XLISVMRKVIHMIRXW
RIGIWWEV]XSQEOIMX²7LIEHHIH±%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMG
MWXLIJVIWLIWXFPSSH]QEV]QM\SRXLIQEVOIX-X´WPMOIGVEJX
FIIV-X´WGVEJX&PSSH]1EV]²
8LI&PSSH]1EV]LEWFIIRGEPPIH±XLI[SVPH´WQSWX
GSQTPI\GSGOXEMP²0IX%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMGWMQTPMJ]
XLMRKWJSV]SY 8SEHH%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMGXS
]SYVWIGVIXFEVXIRHMRKVITIVXSMVI½RHEVIXEMPIVRIEV
]SYEWO]SYVPSGEPWXSVIWXSGEVV]MXKSXS [[[
EHOFPSSH]QEV]XSRMGGSQSVJSPPS[XLIQSR*EGIFSSO
%(/&PSSH]1EV]8SRMG. T

Brewery Ommegang
By Al Dorantes
Down in Cooperstown,
[LIR]SYTEWWYRHIVXLI
EVGLXLEXGSRRIGXWXLI
JEVQFYMPHMRKWSJ&VI[IV]
3QQIKERKMXMWEWMJ]SY
LEZITEWWIHMRXS&IPKMYQ
&VI[IV]3QQIKERK PSGEXIH
EX'SYRX],MKL[E]
MR'SSTIVWXS[R2I[=SVO
[EWFYMPXMRERHEXXLI
XMQI[EWXLI½VWXJEVQWXIEH
FVI[IV]FYMPXMRXLI97MR
QSVIXLER]IEVW
(YZIP1SSVXKEX[EWER
SVMKMREPMRZIWXSVMR&VI[IV]
3QQIKERK-RXLI
&IPKMERGSQTER]FSYKLX
SYXXLISXLIVMRZIWXSVWERH
JSYRHIHEWXEXIWMHIWEPIW

SVKERM^EXMSR(YZIP97%XS
LERHPIFSXL3QQIKERK
and their other brands
8LMWQSZIKEZIXLIQER
%QIVMGEREVQ&VI[IV]
3QQIKERKERH(YZIP97%
YWIXLIWEQIWEPIWXIEQ
-R(YZIPTYVGLEWIH
&SYPIZEVH&VI[MRK'SQTER]
MR/ERWEW'MX]1MWWSYVM 8LIR
MRXLI]TYVGLEWIH
*MVIWXSRI;EPOIV&VI[MRK
'SQTER]MR'EPMJSVRME
&SYPIZEVHGSRXVEGXFVI[W
3QQIKERK´W2MVZERE-4%
2MVZERE3QQIKERK´W½VWX
IZIV%QIVMGERWX]PI-RHME
4EPI%PIMWSRP]EZEMPEFPIMR
2= 2. '8 3QQIKERKMW
RSXEW[IPPIUYMTTIHYTJSV
FVI[MRKLSTJSV[EVHFIIV

TPYWTEGOEKMRKTEGOWMWRSX
available in Cooperstown
WSXLI(YZIPTEVXRIVWLMTMW
TE]MRKSJJ

PMQMXIHIHMXMSRWMW8VMWOIP
,IRRITMRE,IRRITMRFEWI
[MXL8VMWOIPLSTWXSWLS[GEWI
XLI¾EZSV

&VI[IV]3QQIKERK
FVI[WFIIVW]IEVVSYRH
;MXXI EXVEHMXMSREP&IPKMER
WX]PI[LIEXEPI 6EVI:SW
%QFIV&IPKMER'EJI%PI 
,IRRITMR JEVQLSYWI
7EMWSR  %FFI]%PI (YFFIP
EPI 8LVII4LMPSWSTLIVW
UYEHVYTPIEPIERH0IMJQER´W
/VMIOGSQFMRIHJSVXLI
TIVJIGXXEWXI +RSQIKERK
&PSRHI%PI ,ST,SYWI
&IPKMERWX]PITEPIEPI
ERH2MVZERE-4% EHV]
LSTTIH%QIVMGERWX]PI-4% 
&VI[IV]3QQIKERKEPWS
TVSHYGIWWIEWSREPTPYWE
ZEVMIX]SJPMQMXIHIHMXMSRW
TIV]IEV  8LI]HS
RSXQEOIETYQTOMRFIIV
FYXXLI]HSQEOIELEVZIWX
EPI+VEMRWSJ8VYXLEKVEMR
JSV[EVHFIIVGIPIFVEXMRK
XLILEVZIWXWIEWSR3RI
SJ&VI[IV]3QQIKERK´W

8LVSYKLETEVXRIVWLMT[MXL
,&3&VI[IV]3QQIKERK
has released a series of
FIIVWFEWIHSRXLILMX,&3
WIVMIW+EQISJ8LVSRIW
The beers, inspired by the
GVMXMGEPP]EGGPEMQIHWLS[
EVIGVEJXIHF]-RRSZEXMSR
1EREKIV1MOI1G1ERYW
MRGSPPEFSVEXMSR[MXL,&3
XSQEXGL[MXLIPIQIRXW
SJXLIWLS[ -VSR8LVSRI
&PSRHI%PI EGVMWTXEWXI
[MXLEXSYGLSJWTMGIERH
LSTW 8EOIXLI&PEGO7XSYX
EVSQEWSJHEVOGLSGSPEXI
GEVEQIPQEPXERHLSTW[MXL
EXSYGLSJJVYMXMRIWW *MVI
ERH&PSSH6IH%PI VMTIJVYMX
VEMWMRWQEPX[MXLWPMKLXWTMGI 
:EPEV1SVKLYPMW(YFFIP
%PI GEVEQIPXSJJIIVMTI
JVYMXWERHFYVRXWYKEV[MXL
ELMRXSJGPSZI ERH8LVII
)]IH6EZIR(EVO7EMWSR E

deep dark brown brew that
PSSOWPMOIEHEVOFIIVFYX
MWVIQMRMWGIRXSJEWEMWSR
EGGIRXIHF]LIVFEPERHWTMG]
LSTW QEOIETIVJIGXHVMRO
JSV+EQISJ8LVSRIWJERW
ERHFIIVGSRRSMWWIYVWEPMOI
-VSR8LVSRI&PSRHI%PIERH
8EOIXLI&EGO7XSYXVIXYVR
XSVIXEMPXLMWJEPP
&VI[IV]3QQIKERKMWE
XSYVMWXHIWXMREXMSR 8LI]
KMZIXSYVWSJXLIFVI[IV]
IZIV]LSYVJVSQEQXS
TQHYVMRKXLIWYQQIVERH
JVSQTQXSTQHYVMRK
XLISJJWIEWSR 8LI]EPWS
host events at the brewery
MRGPYHMRKEWYQQIVGSRGIVXW
WIVMIWERERRYEPFIIVJIWXMZEP
GEPPIH&IPKMYQ'SQIWXS
'SSTIVWXS[R XMGOIXWKSSR
WEPIWIPPSYXSR%TVMP ERHE
ZEVMIX]SJGSQQYRMX]VIPEXIH
IZIRX&VI[IV]3QQIKERK
WIIWZMWMXSVWE
]IEV JSVXLIGSRGIVX
WIVMIWEPSRI

8SEGGSQQSHEXIEPPXLIMV
ZMWMXSVW&VI[IV]3QQIKERK
FYMPXEGEJqERHZMWMXSV´W
GIRXIVMR 8LIGEJI
MWPSGEXIHMRXLIZMWMXSV´W
GIRXIVEXXLIFVI[IV]ERH
MWSTIRTQHEMP]JSV
PYRGLERHTQ*VMHE]
ERH7EXYVHE]RMKLXWJSV
HMRRIV6IWIVZEXMSRWEVI
SRP]VIUYMVIHJSVHMRRIV
ERHEVIRSXEGGITXIHJSV
HEMP]PYRGLLSYVW8LIPYRGL
ERHHMRRIVQIRYWGLERKIW
WIEWSREPP]ERHXLI]YWIEW
QER]PSGEPP]KVS[RVEMWIH
ERHTVSHYGIHTVSHYGXWEW
TSWWMFPI)EGLSJJIVMRKMW
TEMVIH[MXLEWYKKIWXIHFIIV
EGGSQTERMQIRX
*SVEJEGWMQMPIXVMTXS
&IPKMYQNYWXHVMZIHS[R
3XWIKS'SYRX],MKL[E]
ERHZMWMX&VI[IV]
3QQIKERK 8LIMVXVEHMXMSREP
&IPKMEREPIW[MPPHIPMKLX]SYV
XEWXIW*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSR
ZMWMXSQQIKERKGSQT

The Green Onion Pub from previous....
Mon, Tues, Sat • 10-2 Wed, Fri • 9:30-5:30

Thin Lizzy, David Bowie,The band, Elvis Costello,The Kinks,
ERH*VERO>ETE[MXLMRXLI½VWXLSYV-[EWXLIVI %RHXS
XLMROMJ-´HWSQILS[KSXXIRFSVIH[MXLPMWXIRMRKXSEPPSJQ]
JEZSVMXIFERHWTPE]SRSRISJXLISRP]RSRHMKMXEPNYOIFS\´W
PIJXMREQMVEHMYWXLIWSSXLMRKWSYRHSJXLIWE\STLSRI
JVSQEJI[WQSSXLNE^^WSRKW[IVIXLIVIXSVIPMIZIQ]WIPJ
TMX]MRKKVMIZERGIW8+34MWR´XETPEGI]SYKSXSJSVKIX]SYV
XVSYFPIWSVXLI[SVPHYRPIWWXLEX´W[LEX]SY[ERX-X´WRSX
ETPEGIXSFIHMWXVEGXIHF]JVEXFS]WERHWSVSVMX]KMVPWSR
XLITVS[PERHKIXWSLEQQIVIH]SYTYOIFILMRH4EG1ER
XLSYKL-´HFIXEFIIVSVX[SXLEXEXPIEWXSRGIXLMWLEW
SGGYVVIH -X´WRSXETPEGIXSMQTVIWWTISTPIIMXLIV YRPIWW]SY
XVYP]EVIMQTVIWWMZI-X´WETPEGI]SYKSXSHMWGYWWXLI[SVPH
ERHEPPMXWWTMRRMRKEVSYRH]SYIRKEKISXLIVWERHYPXMQEXIP]
NYWXFI]SYVWIPJ
8+34MWFVMRKMRKWSQIXLMRKZIV]QYGLRIIHIHXSXLI

GSQQYRMX]WSQIXLMRKXLEXMWKIXXMRKLEVHIVERHLEVHIV
XS½RHEWXLI[SVPHXLVS[WYWQSVIERHQSVIFSRIWSJ
GSRZIRMIRGIERHMXNYWXWSLETTIRWXSWIVZIXLIFIWXSJXLI
FIWXMRXLIFIIV[SVPH8LEROWXSXLIMRJSVQEXMZIWYKKIWXMSRWF]XLIFEVXIRHIV.EQMI-WXEVXIHXLIRHTLEWISJQ]
VIWIEVGLSJJ[MXLEFSPHVIHMQTIVMEP-4%GEPPIH6I(%2/YPSYWF]*SYRHIVWERHIRHIHMX[MXLE7SYV&MOMRMFIIVF]
)ZMP8[MRFVI[MRK-JXLEXQEHI^IVSWIRWIXS]SYMX´WXMQI
XSTYXSRWSQITERXWERHKIXXS8+34%WXLIVI´WQYGL
XSSKSSHXSFIXVYIXSGLSSWIJVSQMX´WVIEWWYVMRKXSKIX
WSQIJIIHFEGO[LIRJIIPMRKXSVR8LISRP]XLMRKXLEXVIEPP]
QEXXIVWLIVIMWKSSHFIIV-J]SYETTVIGMEXIMXPMOIXSHVMRO
MXERHEVIR´XEGSQTPIXIP]MKRSVERXTMRLIEHXLIR8+34MW
XLITPEGIJSV]SY %RHWSGLIIVWXSXLI3RMSRMX´WJSYRHMRK
JEXLIVW[IPGSQMRKWXEJJERHXLIFVMKLXERHGVIEXMZIQMRHW
[LSGLSSWIXSIWXEFPMWLMXT
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Henneberg Brewing Co.
By Al Dorantes

On my visit, John had just
kegged the Caz Common
and Alcoholic root beer. The
alcoholic root beer is made
with a very pale ale 5%
alcohol and then root beer
WTMGIWERH¾EZSVMWEHHIH
8LI½VWXWQEPPFEXGL[EW
gone in 4 hours. The 2nd
batch of 41 gallons won’t
stick around long.

In my travels I heard about this guy who did everything at
his brewery. Everything. He was supposed to be a regular
MacGyver. I found my way to Henneberg Brewing Co. They
are located at 2001 Delphi Road in New Woodstock, New
York.
Henneberg Brewing Co. is located at a former chicken
farm. An apropos setting; Henneberg means,“chicken
farmer on the hill.” The taproom is where they processed
and packaged eggs. Inside I met owner and brewer John
Henneberg.
John grows his own hop plants. In his small hop yard he
currently grows: Chinook, Centennial, and Northern Brewer
hops.These hops are used in his Farm House Pale Ale and
Caz Common. Henneberg even acquired the cedar poles
for the hop yard from the cedar swamp on his property. He
also grows pumpkins that will be used in the pumpkin IPA,
lavender for wheat beer, and mint for mint chocolate porter.
John said,“I make the mint chocolate porter and it’s gone”
John takes his “Beer Grown Here” philosophy to the next
level. He also grows and malts his own barley. There are
over 220 breweries in New York State and less than 5% malt
their own barley. John sprouts the barley and then dries it
in a barley malting kiln that, you guessed it, he built himself.
The one man show at Henneberg Brewing Co. uses a 1.25
barrel brew system and he ferments 91/2 barrels a week. It
all started when John bought a brewing kit 8 or 9 years ago.
8LI½VWXLEPJHS^IRFEXGLIW[IVITIVJIGXERHMX´WFIIRKSMRK
ever since.
Henneberg’s Farmhouse Pale Ale is an American Pale Ale
that is brewed with a selection of malt that John baked
WTIGMEPJSVXLMWFIIVXSTVSZMHIERMGIQEPX]¾EZSV(V]
LSTTMRKEHHWEGMXVYW]LSTEVSQEERH¾EZSV 8LITEPIEPI
is crisp and clean. Cazenovia Common a.k.a Caz Common
is a California Common style beer that has a nice dark
GSPSV[MXLEWPMKLXQEPXMRIWWERHERI\GIPPIRXLST¾EZSV
The characteristic woody and earthy notes are typical of
Northern Brewer hops. A slight hint of chocolate helps
make this beer delicious and drinkable. Henneberg also
offers; Big Cock IPA, Country Pumpkin IPA, Gallagher’s Irish
Style Stout, Mint Chocolate Porter, and more. Henneberg
Brewing Co beers are available in kegs but bottles are
coming October 15. Bottles will only be available at the
taproom for the time being.

On my tour of the brewery
John Henneberg showed
me countless things that he
built with his own two hands.
John built the keg sanitizer,
the barley malting kiln, and
even the bar in the taproom.
John builds everything
At the taproom bar John
opened a box and took out
some parts. He grabbed
a screwdriver and started
overhauling the inner
workings of a tap. As he
tinkered he explained that
each tap handle is handmade.
Beautiful handmade tap handles 8LI]EVIPMOIWRS[¾EOIW
each one is different, cut
are just a part of the charm at
from the trees out back.
Henneberg Brewing Co.
If you see a Henneberg
Brewing Co. tap handle at a
bar you know that John has touched it and put his soul into
it.
Henneberg Brewing Co. got its Farm Brewery license
in 2013 and opened the tasting room in 2014. They
GIPIFVEXIHXLI½VWXERRMZIVWEV]SJXLIXEWXMRKVSSQSR
with a party. The tap room is open Friday through Sunday
from 12 noon until 6pm.
Henneberg Brewing Co. is the result of hard work. John
Henneberg is the head cook, bottle washer, janitor, plumber,
electrician and taste tester. He is also a very good brewer.
For more information go to: www.hennebergbrewing.com
or stop by the tap room. T

Cooperstown Brewing Company
By Al Dorantes
No one ties brewing together with
America’s Pastime like Cooperstown
Brewing Company. Located at 110
River Street, Milford, New York
Cooperstown Brewing Company is
knocking it out of the park with their
baseball themed beers. Cooperstown
Brewing Company brews premium
EPIWTSVXIVWERHWXSYXWYWMRKXLI½RIWX
English barley malts,West Coast hops,
and English Ringwood Yeast.
In 2014 Northern Eagle Beverage
bought Cooperstown Brewing
'SQTER] 8LI]EVIXLI½VWXFIZIVEKI
distributor to own a brewery. CBC
had been dormant since the fall of
2013 and the purchase saved the
brewery from an uncertain future. The
purchase included all the Cooperstown
Brewing Company’s property, recipes
and brands, including top-sellers Old
Slugger, Benchwarmer Porter, Back Yard
IPA, Pride of Milford and Nine Man Ale.
Cooperstown Brewing Company
used a Peter Austin system to brew
their beers. The 20 barrel brewing

system was built by Peter Austin
Partners, Ltd from Ringwood England.
The system is internationally known for
its use of authentic, traditional brewing
methods that make a consistent ale
day in and day out.
Cooperstown Brewing Company is
still using the same recipes they used
on day 1. While old is new again they
are still innovating. One of the new
products is Pride of Milford, an English
old ale, that is 7% alcohol. It is “high
test” and they plan on bottling it soon,
hopefully in October. Another product
Cooperstown Brewing Company is
½RIXYRMRKMWER%QIVMGER%QFIV
CBC’s baseball themed beers have
always been popular and the old
recipes have undergone a rebranding
but they are still the same premium
EPIW 8LIMV¾EKWLMT3PH7PYKKIV[EW
XLI½VWXFIIVFVI[IHEX'&'MR.YP]
of 1995. Their English-style pale ale
is brewed with four different barley
malts, including two-row English
pale malt and crystal malt, balanced
with Mt. Hood, Cascade and Fuggle

hops, and fermented in open vessels
by Ringwood yeast (150 year old yeast
strain brought over from England).
Cooperstown Brewing Company’s
Induction Ale continues to be a
summer seasonal hit. The brew
celebrates the induction of the nearby
Baseball Hall of Fame with collector
edition bottles.
Cooperstown Brewing Company
has the perfect lineup. They have
history and tradition with their Peter
Austin style of brewing, they have great
¾EZSVWERHKVIEXFIIVWERHXLI]LEZI
a strong future with Northern Eagle
Distribution. For more information
go to: www.cooperstownbrewing.
com or follow them on Facebook:
Cooperstown Brewing Company T

Enjoy a flight of beer at Henneberg Brewing Co.
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Villa Verona Vineyards
By Al Dorantes
Villa Verona Vineyards is betting it all on red,
red wine that is. Only 1.7 miles from Turning
7XSRI'EWMRS]SY[MPP½RH3RIMHE'SYRX]´W
½VWX[MRIV] %UYMGOZMWMXXSXLIMVXEWXMRK
room at 4914 State Route 365,Verona,
2I[=SVOERH]SY[MPPWIILS[:MPPE:IVSRE
Vineyard is all in with their wines.
1EV].S&IEGLMWSVMKMREPP]JVSQ6SQI
She made homemade wine for 4 or 5 years
and won some awards with her house
[MRIW1EV].S[ERXIHEGLERKISJGEVIIVW
WSQIXLMRKHMJJIVIRXERH[LIRWLIRSXMGIH
XLEX3RIMHE'SYRX][EWXLISRP]GSYRX]MR

2I[=SVO7XEXI[MXLSYXE[MRIV]XLIPMKLX
FYPF[IRXSJJ7LIETTPMIHJSVERHVIGIMZIH
a grant for $10,000 to start the winery.
;MXLXLIJYRHWWLIFSYKLXXLIRIGIWWEV]
XEROWJSVXLI[MRI 8LIRWLIJSYRHE
PSGEXMSR1EV].SWTIGM½GEPP]WIEVGLIHJSV
ETPEGISR6SYXI1EV].S[ERXIHXS
be in the heart of tourism in Central New
=SVO 8LEXQIERXXLIGEWMRSERHLSXIPWERH
FIMRKGIRXVEPP]PSGEXIHFIX[IIR9XMGEERH
7]VEGYWI7LIJSYRHXLITIVJIGXPSGEXMSR
just west of Turning Stone Casino.
7LIWXEVXIHXLITVSGIWWMRNYQTIH
through a lot of hoops (there is a great

deal of planning
VIUYMVIHXS
QEOIXLIJEGMPMX]
integrate for
EPPXLIZEVMSYW
EKIRGMIW ERH
opened on
(IGIQFIV
'YVVIRXP]
Villa Verona is in
XLITVSGIWWSJ
building another
building. This
expansion will
allow them
XSQSZIXLIMV
[MRIQEOMRK
IUYMTQIRX
ERHMRGVIEWI
TVSHYGXMSR
One of Mary Villa Verona Vineyards tanks and aging barrels.
.S´WKSEPWFIWMHIW
QEOMRKKVIEX
Featuring 8 different wines from sweet to
[MRIMWXSKIXPSGEPJEVQIVWXSXETMRXS
dry along with wine slushies Villa Verona
growing grapes. Growing grapes for wine
LEWE[MRIJSVIZIV]SRI;MRIQEOIV
QEOMRKMR2I[=SVO7XEXIMWEKVIEXTSXIRXMEP 0PS]H4PSSJ1EV].S´W½ERGqERHGLIQMWX
VIZIRYIWXVIEQJSVJEVQIVWEVSYRH'IRXVEP LERHPIWEPPXLI[MRIQEOMRKJSV:MPPE:IVSRE
2I[=SVO %HHMXMSREPP]XLIVIEVIERYQFIV
2I[MRXLIXEROMWE4MRS+VMKMS1EV]
SJKVERXWEZEMPEFPIJSVJEVQIVW[LS[ERXXS
.SWEMH±)ZIV]FSH]LEWFIIREWOMRKJSVMX²
grow grapes.

Continued on page 17

Marcy Discount Beverage
By Al Dorantes

Third generation of Martels guarantees customer service is job one at
Marcy Discount Beverarge.

ERHEJ½PMEXMSRWXSKIX[LEX
GYWXSQIVW[ERX

;LIVIHS]SYKSXS½RH
XLIFIWXWIPIGXMSRSJFIIV
EVSYRH#1EVG](MWGSYRX
&IZIVEKI SJGSYVWI
0SGEXIHEX6MZIV6SEH
1EVG] 2I[=SVOMW]SYVSRI
stop shop for beer and soda.
Stop in Monday through
Saturday 9am to 9pm and
Sunday 11am to 5pm for
XLIPEVKIWXWIPIGXMSRSJGVEJX
MQTSVXERHHSQIWXMGFIIVW
MRXLI1SLE[O:EPPI] 8LI
1EVXIP*EQMP]WXEVXIH1EVG]
(MWGSYRX&IZIVEKIFIKER
MR2SZIQFIVSJ 8LI
FIZIVEKIGIRXIVLEHFIIR
KSMRKWXVSRKIZIVWMRGI

'VEMK1EVXIPWEMH±%WXLI
expression goes if you do
WSQIXLMRK]SYPSZI ]SY
RIZIV[SVOEHE]MR]SYVPMJI
-PSZIMRXIVEGXMRK[MXLSYV
GYWXSQIVW²

8SHE]1EVG](MWGSYRX
&IZIVEKIGEVVMIW
ETTVS\MQEXIP]ZEVMIXMIW
of beer and soda. If you

[ERXEWM\TEGOGEWIEOIK
EZEMPEFPIMRLEPJUYEVXIV
ERHOIKWQSWXP]GVEJX
FVI[IVMIWYWIXLI SV
NYWXEWMRKPIFSXXPI1EVG]
(MWGSYRX&IZIVEKIWLSYPHFI
your destination. Customer
WIVZMGIMWFMKEX1(& 8LI]
WXMPPGEVV]SYX [LIXLIVMX
MWEGEWISVEOIKXLI][MPP
GEVV]MXXS]SYVGEVJSV]SY
Craig Martel, Sales Manager,
I\TPEMRIHXLEXGYWXSQIV
JIIHFEGOMWXLIKVIEXIWXXSSP
XLI]LEZI -XEPPS[W1(&
XSKEYKIERHERXMGMTEXI
GYWXSQIVRIIHW7TIEOMRKSJ
RIIHWMJEGYWXSQIVRIIHW
something that is not already
SRXLIWLIPZIWSJ1EVG]
(MWGSYRX&IZIVEKIXLIRXLI]
[MPPYWIXLIMVPSGEPGSRXEGXW

Craig Martel explained that
1EVG](MWGSYRX&IZIVEKI
always had a big following
JSVGVEJXFIIV4ISTPIEVI
PSSOMRKJSVWSQIXLMRK
different. From stouts to
porters to ales to lagers the
WLIPZIWEX1(&EVIWXSGOIH
[MXLGLSMGIW;MXLFIIVW
VERKMRKMRHMJJIVIRXEPGSLSP
GSRXIRXWERHWX]PIWTISTPI
EVIHMWGSZIVMRKRI[¾EZSV
TVS½PIW'VEMKMartel said,
“Currently -´m on a nitro
SEXQIEPOMGO²

Cont. on page 17
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Saranac

By Al Dorantes
At 830 Varick Street in Utica, New York sits
the Saranac brewery. Their copper kettles
have been steadily producing top quality
beer since the new brewhouse was built
during WWII.
When a company celebrates 127 years
in business, you can be sure it has some
history. Here are some brief highlights
of Saranac’s history. In 1888 F.X. Matt
reorganized the brewery to form the
West End Brewing Co. It began with 12
employees and produced 4,000 barrels of
beer a year. 1920 Prohibition is called for
under the 18th Amendment, the brewery
produces Utica Club soft drinks and other
non-alcoholic products to stay in business.
1933 Prohibition is recalled and Utica Club
[EWSRISJXLI½VWXFIIVWEZEMPEFPIEJXIV
prohibition. 1951 saw the company passed
on to F.X.’s son,Walter Matt. F.X. Matt,
age 91, passed away in 1958. In 1965 the
brewery opens its doors to the public via
its Tour Center. Tours are still offered today.
Innovation struck in 1979, the Matt’s original
Beer Ball is introduced; a new packaging
concept that was a disposable plastic ball
that held the equivalent of 55 twelveounce beers. F.X. Matt II was promoted
to president in 1980 and soon thereafter
renamed the brewery the F.X. Matt Brewing
Co in recognition of his father. In 1984 the
company continued down the innovation
TEXLERHMWSRISJXLI½VWXFVI[IVMIWXS
TVSHYGIEQSVIEYXLIRXMGJYPP¾EZSVIH
specialty beer at the inception of the “craft”
beer category, a product called Saranac. In
1985 the company announced that it will
begin shipping beer to the Mid-Atlantic
states, primarily the company’s newest
brand, Saranac. In 1986 the company
began contract brewing for many of the
East Coast’s most successful brands: New
Amsterdam Amber Beer, Pete’s Wicked,
Brooklyn Lager, Newman’s Albany Amber
and Dock Street Amber. In 1990 F.X., Nick
and Fred refocus the business placing an
emphasis on Saranac and successfully leading
the brewery into new areas of expansion
within the craft beer market. 1996 Saranac
Trailmix, a mix of 4 types of beer in one
TEGOEKIMWMRXVSHYGIHERSXLIV½VWXXS
market. 1999 the brewery created Saranac
Thursdays, a weekly concert series hosted
at the brewery. 50% of the proceeds are
donated to United Way. In 2008 Saranac
Pale Ale wins an International Award at
the World Beer Cup. Sometimes history
includes bad news. In Late 2008 The
brewery’WTEGOEKMRKJEGMPMX]WYJJIVIHE½VI
With quite a bit of determination and
commitment to their brewery they had their
bottling and canning back up and running in
less than a year. In 2010 Saranac decided to
purchase the Flying Bison Brewing Company
of Buffalo, New York. In 2011 growth and
success paid off, Saranac is ranked as the
6th largest craft brewing company in the
U.S. based on beer sales volume. In 2012
7EVEREGPEYRGLIHSRISJXLI½VWX;LMXI
IPAs to market (a Belgian White aggressively
hopped like an IPA). In 2013 the brewery
turned 125 years old! To make sure we
maintain the momentum of our family
brewery, Nick Matt’s son, Nick R. Matt joined

the company from Proctor & Gamble to
manage branding and marketing. A 2 barrel
pilot brewing facility is installed in February
2013 for innovation and testing of new
ERHYRMUYI¾EZSVW %TVMPWE[XLI½VWX
packages celebrating the 125th anniversary
are bottled; Saranac 12 beers of summer.
The Saranac brewery’s 500 barrel brew
house makes a staggering 1,000 kegs of
beer per brewing. Saranac brews 3 or 4
times a day 5 days a week. Nick O. Matt said,
“Quality is king. The consumer expects the
same quality every time. It is important for
Saranac to deliver quality day in and day out
and year in and year out.” A laboratory and
5 good people ensure quality with science.
Fred Matt added,“Great ingredients and top
of the line equipment and good people and
you’ll have great beer.”
At Saranac the big kettles are not the only
thing brewing beer. Scott Greier, the pilot
brewer, is responsible for the 2 barrel pilot
W]WXIQ[LIVIRI[¾EZSVTVS½PIWEVIXIWXIH
and perfected. Nick R. Matt explained,
there have been 3 separate tours of craft
beer at Saranac that spanned 3 separate
generations across 3 different centuries. FX
made IPAs in the late 1800’s. In the WWII
era there was a proliferation of Utica Club
but they still made porters and stouts. FXII
introduced the Saranac brand. Nick R. Matt
said,“Nobody has spent as much time or
has as much expertise as we do.”
The Matts explained that, like any business,
there is a balancing act. One of their big
balancing acts is between on-premise
sales and off-premise sales. “Consumers
are in a trial mindset on-premise (at bars
and restaurants), so if we can get them to
try there, then we have a good chance of
winning when they get to the off-premise
space (e.g. grocery stores) where there is
a limited SKU selection,” Nick R. Matt said,
“We want a Saranac product available for
everyone.”
Fred Matt said,“IPA’s sell more than
everything else nationally. Our Legacy IPA
comes from a 1911 recipe. Legacy is the
fastest growing beer in NYS.” He explained
1 in 4 purchases are IPA’s in New York State
and nationally. By 2020 it could be 50% of
the category. He added,“Hops clean the
pallet. That’s why beer is always refreshing”
Nick R. Matt explained that craft beer
creates more interest in beer. More interest
in beer creates more consumers. More
GSRWYQIVWQEOIWQSVITVS½X %VMWMRK
tide lifts all boats. Fred Matt added,“We’ve
always had to compete.We’ve innovated
and created great products.”
Nick O. Matt said,“At Saranac we are
conscious that our beers are drinkable.”
During Prohibition, the company stayed
E¾SEXF]TVSHYGMRKWSJXHVMROWYRHIVXLI
label Utica Club, and also made Ginger Ale
and non-alcoholic malt tonics. This tradition
continues today with their Saranac 1888
Root Beer, Diet Root Beer, Ginger Beer,
Orange Cream, Shirley Temple, and Black
Cherry Cream. The soft drinks are handcrafted in small batches in the brewery.
Saranac Thursdays, a Mohawk Valley staple
since 1999, has shown a 20% increase

in attendance this year.
Saranac Thursdays average
2,500 attendees. The
Matts attributed this to
the great weather this
summer. With proceeds
going to charity the weekly
summer concerts brings
the community together.
The Utica Club and
Saranac brands are
growing and the future
is bright. Saranac plans a
soft drink expansion and a
new winter beer,West End
Winter IPA, is right around
the corner. Fred Matt said
proudly,“The best beer in
the world is made right
here in Utica.”
Whether it is a traditional
Saranac, one of their
seasonal brews, a High
Peaks brew with their
FSPH¾EZSVWSRISJXLIMV
one-offs like Disruption
Nitro, a Utica Club, or
even a Saranac Root Beer,
our hometown brewery,
Saranac, has a beverage for you. Nick O.
Matt said,“Consistency with quality; we pride
ourselves on that.” For more information go
to: www.saranac.com T

The copper kettle at Saranac, “The best beer in the
world is made right here in Utica.” says Fred Matt,
President and CEO of Saranac (L) with Nick Matt, COO
and Chairman of the Board and Nick R. Matt, Brand
manager (R).
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Barkeater Craft Brewery
- size doesn’t matter in beer making
By Al Dorantes
When every brewery is
talking about the size of
their kettles Barkeater Craft
Brewery, 5411
Shady Avenue,
Lowville, New
York, is getting
the job done
with a half
barrel system.
The small
brewery is
Lewis County
is a real life
metaphor that
size doesn’t
matter.
Barkeater’s
owner, Dean
Richards,
explained that the brewery
got its name, Barkeater
from a Mohican reference

to Algonquians (indigenous
Native American’s from the
area) due to their tendency
to eat tree bark for nutrients
when things got tough in the

winter. Self-reliant, Dean is
a self taught home brewer
that is making beer that he

would want to drink and
sharing it with the public.

their offerings: Gunwhale
Pale Ale (american pale ale),
Tug (cooper ale using hops
100% local grown), Renee’s
Rye (a Rye stout with a spicy
HV]½RMWL 7GEVPIX4YQTOMR
ale (based on red ale
recipe with subtle pumpkin
¾EZSV[EWNYWXOIKKIH 
Sinzabuckwud (which means,
“from the wood” which is
Algonquian for maple syrup
is a Belgian strong dark
beer with maple tones), and
dean’s favorite is Barkeater’s
India black rye, BLKRVR (a
black IPA).

Barkeater’s half barrel brew
house might be small. They
brew the equivalent of a
keg of beer each with each
run. That means they are
FVI[MRKXMQIWHEMP]XS½PP
one fermentor. They have
7 fermentors so they are
brewing twice a week. They
have to brew that often just
to meet the demand of their
tap room. Dean is currently
sourcing a 7 barrel system
that he hopes to have
operational by early 2016.
The new system will allow
Barkeater to expand and
get their draft beer further
distribution.
Dean joked that brewery
tours at Barkeater take 45
seconds, if you have the

Xavier Cordova with Barkeater’s
half barrel brew system
time.
Currently 98% of the beer
brewed by Barkeater is
sold on premises. They are
constantly changing because
the type they are brewing
changes as they experiment,
try new things, and return to
tried and true recipes. Dean
said,“Because we’re small
we’re not stuck with 1 type
of beer. We brew on our
terms. There’s not a single
beer that we have brewed
that we don’t love.”
Barkeater has brewed
over 30 different styles of
beer. Some of the beers
are seasonal and some are
limited runs. A short list of

Xavier Cordova, Dean’s
right hand man and Siebel
Institute trained brewer
joined Barkeater after a stint
at Ranger Creek, a brewery
& distillery in his native
Texas, and then a term
at Saranac. Xavier’s wife
MWE¾MKLXWYVKISREX*SVX
Drum. The couple moved
to Lowville to shorten
Xavier’s commute to and
from Saranac. Xavier adds
a wealth of knowledge and
experience to Barkeater and
his methodology will bring
consistency and innovation
to the brewery.
Xavier explained that
SRISJXLIRI[¾EZSVW
coming soon is a Dutch
beer called Koyt. Koyt is
made with oat malt. The
medieval style beer is very
drinkable. Another new
style for Barkeater is a Gose.
Gose is made from at least
50% malted wheat. The

resulting brew often has
EWEPX]PIQSR]WSYV¾EZSV
and is popular among beer
connoisseurs.
The taproom at Barkeater
is an integral part of their
business. Barkeater gets
EPSXSJWXVIIXXVEJ½GXLI]
are on the busiest street in
Lowville and that is not by
accident. Dean explained
that the vibe of tap room
is key to their success. He
is proud of the space. It
is decorated with Dean’s
artwork and he built the bar
and tables. The taproom
is not open late. They are
open Wednesday - Saturday
3pm to 9pm. Dean
explained that Barkeater’s
taproom gets a high number
of military visitors from
*SVX(VYQEW[IPPEWE
KVIEXHIEPSJTVSJIWWMSREPW
law enforcement, teachers,
doctors, and such. 50% of
his customers are brand
new on the weekend and
those travelers can hear live
music every Thursday night
[LMPIXLI]IRNS]¾MKLXTMRXW
and growlers.
Dean Richards said,“The
quality of the beer is far
better than the size of the
system. We’re growing our
VITYXEXMSRSRUYEPMX]²*SV
more information about the
small brewery pumping out
big time taste go to: www.
barkeaterbrewing.com or
JSPPS[XLIQSR*EGIFSSO
BarkEaterCraftBrewery T

Cooperstown Distillery
by Al Dorantes

offering free tastings and daily tours.

The Cooperstown Distillery, located at
11 Railroad Ave, Cooperstown, New York
is making small batch, hand crafted spirits
in their micro-distillery. When you are a
business operating in Cooperstown you
are linked to baseball and tourism whether
you like it or not. Cooperstown Distillery’s
founder Gene Marra embraced that
philosophy completely.

Gene Marra fell in love with Cooperstown
around 2005 and moved there in 2011
after an extensive career in the food and
beverage industry. He owned and managed
fairly large bars, made wine, and had a
vineyard and winery which he sold in 1997.
Gene always had an interest in the alcoholic
beverage business so the distillery was
a natural progression especially with the
favorable legislation for micro/craft distilling.

The distillery is close to the famous
2EXMSREP&EWIFEPP,EPPSJ*EQIERHXLI]
welcome thousands of travelers, baseball
JERWERHEPGSLSPE½GMSREHSWIZIV]]IEV
Cooperstown Distillery has a full-service
tasting room with an expansive bar area

+IRI1EVVEWEMH±*VSQHE]MX[EWEP[E]W
implicit that the model of Cooperstown was
paramount to the business plan.

Continued on page 23
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Council Rock Brewery
By Al Dorantes
'SYRGMP6SGO&VI[IV]PSGEXIHEX
7XEXI,MKL[E]MR'SSTIVWXS[R2I[
=SVOMWREQIHEJXIV'SYRGMP6SGOMR3XWIKS
0EOIE2EXMZI%QIVMGERQIIXMRKTPEGI
6SKIV(EZMHWSRLSQIFVI[IHJSV
]IEVW,IKSXTVIXX]KSSHEXMX %X½VWX
he made small batches and those turned
XSPEVKIVFEXGLIW6SKIVWXEVXIHQEOMRK
KEPPSRFEXGLIW,IWEMH±=SYNYWXGER´X
HVMROXLEXQYGL² 8LEXMW[LIRLIHIGMHIH
XSSTIREFVI[IV]-XXSSO]IEVWXSTYX
XLITVSNIGXXSKIXLIVXLIFYWMRIWWTPER
WSYVGMRKIUYMTQIRXERHXLIPSGEXMSR6SKIV
HIZIPSTIHKSSHVIGMTIWEWELSQI
brewer which became a good base for
'SYRGMP6SGO&VI[MRK
'SYRGMP6SGO&VI[IV]STIRIHMRQE]
 8LI]EVIEHQMXXIHP]WQEPP'SYRGMP
6SGO&VI[IV]FVI[WHE]WE[IIO6SKIV
(EZMHWSRI\TPEMRIHXLEXXLI]PMOIFVI[MRK
German style beers; styles from Germany
GMVGE'SRWMWXIRG]MWMQTSVXERXXS
FVI[MRKKVIEXFIIV6SKIVWEMH±&IIVMWTEVX
EVXTEVXWGMIRGIERHTEVXTVSGIWW²6SKIV
YWIW]IEWXEQMRMQYQRYQFIVSJXMQIW
8LEXOIITWZMEFMPMX]LMKL
;LIREWOIHXSGLSSWI[LMGLSJLMWFIIVW
[EWLMWJEZSVMXI6SKIV[EWLEVHTVIWWIH
XSGLSSWI,IWEMH±8LIPEWXSRIXLEX-
FVI[IHMWQ]JEZSVMXI²
'SYRGMP6SGO&VI[IV]LEWRSXIPIZMWMSRW

6SKIV(EZMHWSRI\TPEMRIHXLEXXLIVIMWE
QSZIQIRXJSVTYFW[MXLSYXXIPIZMWMSRW-X
JSWXIVWGSRZIVWEXMSR,IWEMH±-XMW[E]
FIXXIV²
'SYRGMP6SGO´WEWWMWXERXFVI[IV'LVMW
0ISI\TPEMRIHLS[LIGEQIXSFIEXXLI
FVI[IV],ILIPTIHFYMPHXLIFEV[MXLFIWX
JVMIRHERH[SSHEVXMWX0YOI.ERMW^I[WOM
8LI]FVSYKLXERHMRWXEPPIHXLIFEV6SKIV
LEHNYWXPSWXLMWGLIJ'LVMWXSSOSZIVMRXLI
OMXGLIR %JXIVETIVMSHMRXLIOMXGLIRLI
WXEVXIHEWEFVI[MRKETTVIRXMGI2S[LI
MWSRISJXLIFVI[IVWEX'SYRGMP6SGO,I
WEMH±1]JEZSVMXIFIIVMWXLISRI-QEHIXLEX
day”
'SYRGMP6SGO&VI[IV]LEWEVIGSVHLMKL
FIIVWEZEMPEFPISRXET+SPHIR6SH
%PI EPMKLXERHVIJVIWLMRKEPI 7PIITMRK
0MSR6IH%PI GSTTIVGSPSVIHERHHSYFPI
LSTTIH *YPP2IPWSR EREQFIVEPI[MXL
LMRXWSJXVSTMGEPJVYMX ERH7YROIR-WPERH
7GSXGL%PI REQIHEJXIVEKVIEX½WLMRKWTSX
MR3XWIKS0EOIERHWQSSXLERHWXVSRKEX
 EPGSLSPF]ZSPYQI EVINYWXEJI[SJ
XLIMVSJJIVMRKW 8LI]YWIPSGEPMRKVIHMIRXWEW
SJXIREWTSWWMFPI-RJEGX*EVQIV´W,EVZIWX
YWIWLSTWLEVZIWXIHJVSQXLI*EVQIVW´
1YWIYQ 8LITMITYQTOMRWXLI]YWIMRXLIMV
TYQTOMREPIEVIPSGEPP]KVS[RXLIRVSEWXIH
ERHMRGSVTSVEXIHMRXSXLIFIIV6SKIV
(EZMHWSRI\TPEMRIHXLEXXLI]GERRSXQEOI
TYQTOMRYRXMPXLITYQTOMRWEVIVMTIWSXLI
TYQTOMREPI[MPPRSXETTIEVYRXMPXLIIRHSJ
7ITXIQFIV

Villa Verona from page 14

They also feature local
EVXMWERWLERHTEMRXIH
glasses, local craft beer and
WPYWLIW[MXL[MRI6IKYPEV
PMZIIRXIVXEMRQIRXSRXLI
[IIOIRHWOIITWZMWMXSVW
IRXIVXEMRIH[LMPIXLI]WMT
ERHXEWXIXLI[MRIW&]
the end of fall, after the
XEROWEVIQSZIHXSXLIMV
new wine making facility,
:MPPE:IVSRE[MPPSTIRE
FMWXVSMRXLIXEWXMRKVSSQ
They will then be able to
offer sandwiches, humus,
YRMUYISVH´SIYZIVWERH
QSVI
Villa Verona has a great line up of wines to choose from.
Their wines include;
Riesling Semi Dry (fruity
and aromatic),Vignoles
¾SVEPEVSQEERHJVYMX]
¾EZSVWSJGMXVYWTMRIETTPI
ERHETVMGSX 'E]YKE;LMXI
EGVMWTERHVIJVIWLMRK
white wine with a touch
of sweetness and soft
JVYMX¾EZSVW  'LEVHSRRE]
Unoaked TVSZMHIWELMRX
SJGMXVYWKVETIJVYMXERH
HIPMGMSYWQIPSR¾EZSVW
PMKLXERHGVMWT 4MRSX
2SMV FSYUYIXSJVMTI
GLIVVMIWFPEGOVEWTFIVVMIW
ERHZMSPIXW  'EFIVRIX
7EYZMKRSR (full bodied
[MXLHEVOJVYMX¾EZSVW &**
(both fun & fruity), and 50

Shades of Red (50 Shades
of Red is a romantic
exotic wine that blends
HMJJIVIRXX]TIWSJVIH
KVETIW 
Villa Verona’s tasting room
LSWXWPSGEPZMWMXSVWERH
XSYVMWXW 8LIXEWXMRKVSSQ
can accommodate 60
TISTPI[MXLEREHHMXMSREP
1,000 square foot deck so
XLIVIMWTPIRX]SJVSSQ
&YWWIWEVI[IPGSQIEX
:MPPE:IVSRE 8LIXEWXMRK
room has all Villa Verona’s
wines for you to taste and
WEQTPI 8LI]EPWSLEZI
GLIIWITPEXIW EPPPSGEP
GLIIWIW NEQWWEPWEWHMTW
WPYWLMIQM\ERHQSVI

:MPPE:IVSRESJJIVW±;MRI
& Dine” which is a dinner
TEMVIH[MXL[MRI 8LI
course meal is created by
4EXVMGOJVSQ%1SZEFPI
*IEWX 8LI;MRI (MRI
dinners showcase Villa
Verona’s wines and
MPPYWXVEXILS[XSTEMVXLI
[MRI[MXLWYGGYPIRXJSSHW
;MXLHEMP][MRIXEWXMRKW
and a great selection
XSXV]1EV].SERH:MPPE
Verona Vineyards are a
WYVIFIXJSV[MRIPSZIVW
IZIV][LIVI*SVQSVI
information go to: [[[
ZMPPEZIVSREZMRI]EVHGSQ or
JSPPS[XLIQSR*EGIFSSO
Villa Verona Vineyard T

Roger Davidson at home behind the taps at Council Rock Brewery
6SKIV(EZMHWSRI\TPEMRIHXLEXXLIJYXYVI
SJ'SYRGMP6SGO&VI[IV]XLIWIGVIX[MPP
FIWXE]MRKWQEPP,IWEMH±;ILEZIIRSYKL
WIEXWERHMJ[IOIITXLSWITISTPILETT]
[I´PPHSSO1SWXSJXLIFIIV[IWIPP
[IWIPPEWTMRXWVMKLXLIVI3YVKSEPMWXS
stay small and slowly increase with some
HMWXVMFYXMSR ;I´VIKSMRKXSQE\MQM^IIEGL

WXEKISJSYVFYWMRIWW²
7XSTSRHS[RXS'SYRGMP6SGO
&VI[IV]XLIQIIXMRKTPEGIERHXV]
SRISJXLIMVRI[IWXJEZSVMXIFIIVW
*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRKSXS [[[
GSYRGMPVSGOFVI[IV]GSQ or follow them on
*EGIFSSO'SYRGMP6SGO&VI[IV]T

Marcy Beverage from page 14
7SYVFIIVWEVITMGOMRK
YTMRTSTYPEVMX]ERH-4%´W
EVIKVS[MRKJEWX %PGSLSPMG
VSSXFIIVMWELSXTVSHYGX
1EVG](MWGSYRX&IZIVEKI
LEWEPPXLMWERHQSVI
You can return your
IQTXMIWXS1EVG](MWGSYRX
&IZIVEKIERHMJ]SY
are looking to build a
OIKIVEXSVSVKIXTEVXWJSV
oneXLIR]SYEVIMRPYGO
1(&WXSGOWOIKIVEXSV
TEVXW
'VEMK1EVXIPI\TPEMRIH
XLEX1EVG](MWGSYRX
&IZIVEKIMWWXMPPEJEQMP]
VYRFYWMRIWW&VIRX1EVXIP
.VERH'VEMK1EVXIPEVI
the 3rdKIRIVEXMSR*SV
]IEVW1EVG](MWGSYRX
&IZIVEKILEWFIIRJEQMP]
S[RIH 8LI1EVXIPWEVI
LERHWSRXLI]HVMZIXLIMV
S[RXVYGOWXSGOWLIPZIW
ERH¾SSVERHQSVI
The family run business
IQTPS]WTISTPI
1EVG](MWGSYRX&IZIVEKI
[MPPOIITIZSPZMRK 8LI]
will bring you the best
domestic and craft
FVI[IVMIWTVSHYGXW[MXL
XEWXMRKWERHWEQTPMRKWMR
XLIMVTEVX]XIRX'SQMRK
WSSRXS1EVG](MWGSYRX
&IZIVEKIMWLSPMHE]XLIQIH
±+VMW[SPH²'LVMWXQEWFIIV
as well as an elf series

of beers (as the bad elf
REQIWKSYTXLIEPGSLSP
GSRXIRXKSIWYT 
-J]SYPMOIFIIVSVEVI
NYWXXLMVWX]XLIRWXSTF]
1EVG](MWGSYRX&IZIVEKI
8LI]LEZIXLIWIPIGXMSR
ERH]IEVWSJI\TIVMIRGI

to guide you in choosing
XLIVMKLXFVI[JSV]SY
*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRKS
to: [[[QEVG]FIZIVEKI
com or follow them on
*EGIFSSO1EVG](MWGSYRX
&IZIVEKIT

The Mohawk Homestead
62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
Providing quality care for over 120 years

Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
at our small and beautiful Adult Care Facility.

• Quaint, clean and comfortable private & semi-private
rooms (currently available)
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care in a positive
family atmosphere
• 24 Hour supervision by medical professionals
• Case management to help with Medicaid, Medicare and
VA benefits
• Delicious home-cooked meals
• Onsite unisex salon with perms, cuts & color
• Stimulating and creative activity programs
• Dedicated Skype laptop to stay in touch with friends &
family
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841
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5th Annual Saranac Hop Harvest
By Pat Malin

BRIDGEWATER, NY -- F.X. Matt Brewing Company of Utica might be 127 years
old, but the vision that goes into brewing
UYEPMX]FIIVMWGIVXEMRP]RSXGSR½RIHXSXLI
old-fashioned 20th century.
The 19th century? Well, that’s another
matter.
Thanks to a unique arrangement with
Wrobel Farms in Bridgewater and with
the helping hands of local volunteers, Matt
Brewery is able to fuse its historic past with
the 21st century in creating a special “hoppy” beer for autumn.
Steve Miller, a hops expert with Cornell Cooperative
Extension of Madison County, participated in his
first Saranac hops harvest at Wrobel Farms.

From 1888 through the early 1900s, the
Matt family used readily-available hops from
local farms to brew Utica Club and other
award-winning beers. Farms in central New
York, predominantly in Madison, Otsego and
Oneida counties, were actually the nation’s
breadbasket when it came to producing
hops.

inherited the farm from his father in 1982,
turned to more lucrative crops such as corn,
hay and garlic for his livelihood.

With a nod to its past, Matt Brewery decided to team up with Wrobel -- a longtime
acquaintance of CEO Nick Matt and his
nephew, company president Fred Matt, to
purchase newly-cultivated local hops.They
entered into an initial agreement seven
years ago, said Jim Wrobel, whose grandfather did business with F.X. Matt himself early
in the 20th century.
“It’s a good continuity (with the Matts),”
Wrobel said.
Though the entire industry in New York
State died out in the early 20th century due
to a massive fungus infection and then the
prohibition era, the hops continued to grow
wild on Wrobel Farms even as Wrobel, who

for at least one or two days at a kiln near
Morrisville, formed into pellets and placed
into airtight, easy to store containers to be
processed eventually at Matt Brewery.

Some 400 bines were cut from the trellis
that day.The bines are placed on wooden trays and carried to the tents, where
volunteers work cheerfully at tables.The
volunteers strip the cones from the vines
and empty them into plastic buckets.

-RXLI½VWX]IEVSJXLILSTWJIWXMR
volunteers picked 180 pounds of hops for
7EVEREG´W½VWXIZIV2I[=SVO7XEXI;IX
Hops IPA (India Pale Ale).Wrobel Farms’
supply is a mere drop in the bucket for a
brewery that buys 500,000 pounds of hops
a year. It also makes the local hops more
expensive than ones the brewery buys from
large farms on the west coast (Oregon and
Washington), along with suppliers in England
and Germany.

The tables are marked with the names of
XLIWTIGM½GLIMVPSSQZEVMIX]WYGLEWGEW-

It happened on Sunday, Aug. 30 as Wrobel
*EVQWLSWXIHMXW½JXLERRYEP7EVEREG,ST
Harvest.

One source of hops was historic Wrobel
Farms, which is still in business on Route 8
in southern Oneida County, about 20 miles
from the brewery. It was founded in the
1870s and originally owned by the Shaul
family.

Wrobel’s family and trusted friends do the
arduous work of cutting the bines (or vines)
from the 18-foot high trellis using long-handled saws.

Nevertheless, Matt feels the local touch
resonates with consumers.“We want to
show off our local hops and how special
they are,” he said.
Wet hops are well-suited to producing an
IPA.“Historically, beers that were were made
in England and sent to India were very hoppy,” he pointed out. Hoppy refers to both
the bitter and citrusy after-taste.

In exchange for their labor--the time-consuming effort of separating the small,
fragrant greenish-yellow hop blossoms from
their cones (they resemble tiny pine cones),
the 300 volunteers who turned out were
treated to a free lunch of hot dogs, hamburgers, salads and chips supplied by Dean’s
Concessions of Taberg, topped off with
Saranac beer or soda.
“I can remember visiting farms every Sunday with my grandfather (F.X.) to pick out
and buy the hops for the week,” said Nick
Matt.“I have fond memories of going out to
XLILST½IPHWERHQ]KVERHJEXLIVWLS[MRK
me how to choose quality hops.”
Wrobel has witnessed the rapid growth of
micro breweries and the home farm movement in central New York that has been
aided by state grants and tax incentives. In
2011, he hit upon the idea of organizing
a festival around hops picking time. Like
grapes, the hops grow perennially, start
climbing the vines in spring and mature in
late summer.
Though it’s a fun time for the volunteers,
the hops fest is still serious business for the
brewery and farm.

“IPAs are still a very popular beer,” Matt
said.“They have more taste.The hops clear
your palate and make it easier to drink.”
Wrobel Farms could use machines for the
harvest as do most large commercial farms,
but considering his hops take up a small
part of his 50 acres, the go-slow handpicked
method works well.“It’s more gentle and
there’s less waste,” said Wrobel.
Tim Cardot cuts down the hops bines from an 18-foot
high trellis at Wrobel Farms during the Saranac hops
harvest on Aug. 30.
cade, magnum, Mt. Hood and brewer’s gold.
It is important to distinguish the varieties
FIGEYWISJXLI¾EZSVWERHEVSQEWXLI]
impart to the beer.
;VSFIP´WGVI[XLIRXEOIWXLI½PPIHFYGOIXW
to another area where Matt brewmaster Jim
Kuhr and an assistant, Scott Grenier, load the
hops into 10-pound mesh bags, label the variety and toss them into the back of a truck.
“I think we’ll have 1,000 pounds,” said Kuhr,
adding that the mesh allows the hops to
breathe.The hops will be stored and dried

Steve Miller is a hops expert who works
for Cornell Cooperative Extension of Madison County.
He got a hands-on look at the festivities at
;VSFIP*EVQWJSVXLI½VWXXMQI
“There were 40,000 acres devoted to
hops in New York State in the 19th century,”
Miller said. Despite dying out at the turn of
the 20th century, the hops industry is slowly
returning and becoming productive. Since
XLIVIWYVKIRGIWXEVXIHVSYKLP]½ZI]IEVW
ago, there are now100 hops farms and 300
acres in the state.
Come late October or early November,
Matt Brewery will release its new, limited
edition Farm to Tap IPA to the volunteers
during guess what -- another free party -this time at the brewery itself! T

Madison County Hop Fest

-20th Anniversary
By Dyann Nashton
Last weekend marked the
20th anniversary of the
Madison County Hop Fest,
sponsored by the Madison
County Historical Society
in Oneida. Madison County
boasts a 200-year hops
heritage beginning when
James Coolidge planted
XLI½VWXGSQQIVGMEPLST
yard in Bouckville, NY. By
1880, Madison, Oneida
and Otsego counties were
producing 80 percent of the
nation’s hops.

Diners at a Paired Beer
Dinner last Friday at Ye Olde
Landmark Tavern in BouckZMPPI[IVIXLI½VWXXSXEWXI
the Hop Trail Ale brewed
for the Hop Fest weekend. In honor of the 20th
Anniversary of the Madison
County Hop Fest, Empire
Brewing Company brewed
a Hop Trail Ale with heritage
hops from Madison County
properties.
Among those attending
were people involved in
making the heritage brew
possible:The Fishers, prima-

ries in the Northeast Hop
Alliance (NeHA), facilitated
the collection of county
hops;Tim Butler, Master
Brewer with Empire Brewing spoke on the elements
of the brew, the quest to
use local products in its
making, and Empire’s pride
in being chosen to create
the anniversary brew.

See photos on
page 23
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Empire Brewing Company
By Al Dorantes
Established in 1994 Empire
Brewing Company is an
award-winning brewer of
handcrafted ales and lagers.
Located at 120 Walton
Street, Syracuse, New York,
Empire Brewing offers both
great beer and great food.
Using world class barley
malts and hops plus
consistency combined with
a proprietary yeast strain
equals great beer. Their
house yeast is a cultivated
by brewing with it. They are
at 970+ batches with 98%
viability. Empire currently
runs a 7 barrel system
(14 kegs) and can take
you from grain to glass 10
-14 days (for your typical
standard ale). Beers like
Empire’s Roasted Pumpkin
Ale are labor intensive.
Empire takes 250 pounds
of pumpkins from Critz
Farm in Cazenovia.The
pumpkins are seeded, cut
into pieces and roasted in
their ovens until caramelized
and added into the mash.
The beer is infused with
XLIVSEWXIHTYQTOMR¾EZSV
It is then lightly spiced with
5 traditional pumpkin pie
spices: cinnamon, nutmeg,
ginger, allspice, and clove.
Tim Butler, director of
brewing operations, said,
“We like to add interesting
ingredients to balanced beer.
It maintains the integrity
of the brew.” Tim is a self
taught home brewer who
worked at 2 other Syracuse
breweries where he
received on the job training.
Tim has been at Empire
for 8 years where he helps
make beers like: Empire
Amber Ale (an English/
American hybrid made with
English malts and American
LSTWGPIERERHVI½RIH
with just the right balance
between malt sweetness
and hop bitterness), Empire
Cream Ale (is carbonated
with nitrogen and has
an extremely smooth
mouthfeel and a crisp hop
¾EZSV) Empire American
IPA (hopped heavily w/ 6
kettle additions of Falconers
Flight hops and has a citrus
aroma), White Aphrodisiac
(White “Aphro” is a Belgian
WX]PIYR½PXIVIH;MX%PI
brewed with wheat malt,
lemon peel, ginger, and
lavender) , and more.
Empire Farmstead Brewery
is due to open in 2016.
The site will be developed
for educational and beer
production purposes.

Assistant Brewer, Nat Teneyke, fills kegs at Empire Brewing Co.
Empire also plans to grow
hops, lavender, vegetables,
herbs, and fruits for use
in their brewing. The
new production facility in
Cazinovia will be located on
route 13 and will feature a
60 barrel system that will
consume 5000 pounds of
grain with each brewing.
The new brew house will
produce 120 kegs of beer at
a time. The new facility will
feature a bottling line.
Tim Butler explained that
Empire has been working on
the new facility for 4 years.

locally sourced ingredients.
They are using vegetables
and herbs grown in their
garden, hops grown by their
brewer, and locally raised
grass-fed Angus beef. Their
food is moderately priced
and eclectic. Empire also
offers cocktails and a large
selection of wines. The
atmosphere is casual and
festive. Sunday features a
FVYRGLERHXLI½VWX7YRHE]
of the month showcases
“Los Bloncos” a Syracuse
band described as,“Roots,
Zydeco, Funk & Roll
+YEVERXIIHXS½PPELSPIMR

Empire Brewing Co.

They just broke ground. Tim
said,“Now it’s going down!”
With 14 varieties of their
beer on tap at all times
Empire Brewing Company is
a contemporary downtown
bar and grill with a brewery
on the premises, or vice
versa. Empire endeavors
to provide customers with
the best food and libation
available by utilizing fresh

your soul.”
Empire Brewing
'SQTER]MW½VQP]FEWIHMR
sustainability and the idea
of locally sourced. You can
taste it in their beer and
in their food. For more
information go to: www.
empirebrew.com or follow
them on Facebook: Empire
Brewing Company T
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Butternuts Beer and Ale
By Al Dorantes
Nothing is better during
the dog days of summer
than cracking open a nice
cold can of beer. The
brewery, on a 120 acre
converted dairy farm
in the Butternut Valley,
was established in 2005.
They brew Americanstyle farmhouse ales
with German, English

ERH&IPKMERMR¾YIRGIW
Using water from their
own springs Butternuts’
beer is made with natural
ingredients. For a taste visit
their brewery and taproom
located at 4021 State
Highway 51, Garrattsville,
New York.
Owner and brewer Chuck
Williamson has been in
the brewing business for

20 years. Chuck is from
Queens, NY originally. He
explained that the idea
was to have a farmhouse
brewery. 9/11 was a
catalyst. He was working
in Red Hook and decided
to get out, do something
different. He took the
opportunity.
Butternuts brews on a 14
barrel system. It is single

infusion mashing system
[MXLEHMVIGX½VIFSMPMR
the tradition of a Peter
Austin System. With names
like Moo Thunder Stout
(malty, roasty aroma and
EHV]½RMWL 4SVOWPET4EPI
Ale (brewed with 2 row
North American barley and
English crystal malt has a
KSSHEPI¾EZSVERHEGVMWT
QMPH½RMWL ,IMRRMI[IMWWI
(brewed with Bavarian
yeast and a 67% wheat
grist has a rich, fully fresh
TEPEXI ERH7RETTIVLIEH
IPA (Our India Pale Ale
packs typical IPA punch
with a better balance
between dryness and
HVMROEFMPMX] ERHGERWXS
match the quirky names, it
is easy to see why they are
so popular.
&YXXIVRYXWMW½PPMRKGERW
kegs, growlers, & pints.
Chuck is looking forward
to new products including
a Country Gold Saison.
2016 will see the release
of a Butternuts Amber
Lager, Red IPA, Imperial IPA
WIEWSREPP] EPPMRGERW[MXL
new marketing probably in
the 2nd Quarter of 2016.
Chuck said, “I may go in
different directions with
names; some funny, some
straight forward.”
90% of Butternuts’ beer
is packaged in the cans
that they’re known for.
This trend started in 2005
and is progressive for a
microbrewery. The rest
of the beer is packaged in

Porkslap Pale Ale coming down the line.
kegs which are just really
FMKGERW 8LI]½PPPMXIV
kegs to ship to the UK.
Butternuts sees distribution
in twelve states. They are
focused on wholesale sales
and their product does not
stay in their cold room very
long.
Rick Graham, head
packager, explained that
XLIMVLIEH½PPIVGERHS
GERWTIVQMRYXISR
their canning line. He said,
“We try to time it so our

product isn’t sitting for
weeks”
Butternuts Beer and
Ale has beer making
in the can. For more
information check out
their retro website www.
butternutsbeerandale.
com. Chuck said, “The
¾EWLSRMXMWFIGSQMRKWS
retro it’s almost “in” again.”
Follow them on Facebook:
Butternuts Beer & Ale. T

BBG’s-Beers, Bites & Games
Beers, Bites and Games – the popular BBG’s bar, snack and
game emporium at 4951 Commercial Drive in Yorkville; coS[RIHF]'LVMW'EVPISERH(SRRE:MZIVS %WUYEVI
foot open space that includes a restaurant seating area on
SRIWMHIERHEKEQMRK¾SSVSRXLISXLIV±=SYGER[EXGL
your friends or kids from any place in the building,” Donna
says.
The back of the building also boasts a 20-foot long
L-shaped bar.The back wall of the bar--with 18 beer taps--is
also the cooler wall, which allows the beer and lines to be
housed inside the cooler, Chris says.“This gives us the ideal
temperature for the beer,” she adds.There’s also a VIP section above the bar that overlooks the entire space
Specialties of the fun bar include the signature dishes Buffalo Chicken Meatballs and Croissant Bread pudding, among
many other tasty bites, a rotating selection of craft beers and
12-foot TV screens with HD projectors.“That’s the best way
to catch the SU games and Sunday Ticket,” Donna says.
This month marks the second anniversary of the business.
Chris and Donna like to spotlight microbreweries and local
products.“Craft beer has been huge in New York City and
has been taking off in Upstate,” Donna says.
BBG’s will ne showcasing the craft beers of the area with
tastings and broadening the entertainment and sports options.“We want to have more league play and rotate more
live entertainment and events,” Chris says.
“It’s a Chucky Cheese for adults, but still great for the
whole family,” Chris concludes. T
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Pail Shop Vineyards

By Al Dorantes
What do you do if you
LEZIEEGVILSVWI½IPH
and 15 years to burn? Why,
you turn it into a vineyard of
GSYVWI 8LEXMWI\EGXP][LEX
&VEH'EVWSERHLMW[MJI
Lynn Johnson-Carso did
[LIRLIGVIEXIH4EMP7LST
Vineyards. The vineyard is
PSGEXIHEX+SSWI7XVIIX
MR*P]'VIIO2I[=SVO 
QMPIWJVSQ'SSTIVWXS[R 
ERHTVSHYGIWYRMUYI
LERHGVEJXIH[MRIW

VSSQMWSTIRIZIV]HE]
JSVXEWXMRKXLIMVWIPIGXMSRSJ
[MRIW

3[RIV&VEH'EVWS
I\TPEMRIHXLEXWSQISJ
the vines in the vineyard
EVI]IEVWSPH4EMP
7LST:MRI]EVHWLEWE
WQEPPEQSYRXSJ'SRGSVH
KVETIWFYXXLIMVQEMRGVST
MWQEHIYTSJ8VEQMRIXXI
E+I[YVWXEQMRIVL]FVMH
ERH1EVUYIXXIEL]FVMH
SJ4MRSX2MSV[MRI
KVETIWWTIGM½GEPP]FVIH
for hardiness. And those
8SHE]4EMP7LST:MRI]EVHW
KVETIWRIIHXSFILEVH]
KVS[WGSPHGPMQEXIKVETI
8LIXIQTIVEXYVILIVIMW
ZEVMIXEPWERHGVEJXW[MRIW
HIKVIIWGSPHIVXLER
XLEXVI¾IGXXLIVSGO]WSMPSJ
XLI*MRKIV0EOIWVIKMSR
XLIMVLMPPWMHIZMRI]EVH4EMP
&IGEYWISJSYVRSXSVMSYWP]
7LST:MRI]EVHWMWREQIH
XSYKL[MRXIVW]SY[MPP
EJXIVETEMPWLSTHS[RXLI
RSXWIIX]TMGEP[MRIWPMOI
WXVIIXXLEXPMXIVEPP]QEHI
'LEVHSRRE]SV1IVPSX
[SSHIRTEMPWMRXLI´W
EX4EMP7LST:MRI]EVHW
8LI]STIRIHMR3GXSFIV
*SVXYREXIP]JSV[MRIQEOIVW
SJERHLEZIFIIR
MRGSPHGPMQEXIW'SVRIPP
TVSHYGMRKXLIMVLERHGVEJXIH
University and University of
[MRIWIZIVWMRGI ;LMPI4EMP
1MRRIWSXEEVIHIZIPSTMRK
7LST:MRI]EVHWMW[SVOMRK
GSPH[IEXLIVKVETI
SRQEVOIXMRKXLIMV[MRIW
L]FVMHWPMOI8VEQMRIXXIERH
QSVIFVSEHP]XLIMVXEWXMRK

1EVUYIXXI'EVWSWEMH
±4ISTPI[MPPWXEVXXSLIEV
more and more about
8VEQMRIXXIERH1EVUYIXXI
They are both great
[MRIQEOMRKKVETIW²
'EVWSI\TPEMRIHXLEX
[MRIMWQEHIMRXLIJEPPEX
4EMP7LST:MRI]EVHWERH
XLIMVTVSGIWWMWEWXERHEVH
TVSGIWW½VWXXLI]TVIWWXLI
KVETIWXLINYMGIMWTYXMRXS
XEROW[LIVIMXJIVQIRXW
and ages, and then it is
IZIRXYEPP]FSXXPIH-XXEOIW
ETTVS\MQEXIP]]IEVXSKS
JVSQKVETIXSFSXXPI4EMP
7LST:MRI]EVHWYWIWEGSPH
fermentation because it
GETXYVIWXLIJVYMX¾EZSVXLEX
MWTEVXSJXLIMV¾EZSVTVS½PI
8LIMVZEVMIXMIWSJ[MRIEVI
FSXXPIHERHGSVOIHF]LERH
[MXLEXVEHMXMSREPGSVO
4EMP7LST:MRI]EVHW
JSGYWIWSRQEOMRKJVYMX]
IEW]HVMROMRK[MRIW 8LIMV
[MRIW1EVUYIXXI2SMVIX
HV]VIH[MRI[MXLRSXIW
SJTPYQERHFPEGOTITTIV 
7IZIR1MPPW EGVMWTGPIER

ERHGMXVYW]HV][LMXI[MRI  XLIKVETIW[ILEZILIVI
8VEQMRIXXI EVIJVIWLMRK
that´WTSWWMFPI²*SVQSVI
[LMXI[MRIW[IIXIRIH
[MXL8VEQMRIXXINYMGIWEZIH
HYVMRKLEVZIWX 4EMRXIH4EMP
;LMXI EW[IIX[LMXI[MRI
[MXLELSRI]WYGOPIEVSQE
ERH¾EZSV 4EMRXIH4EMP
6IH EJVYMX]XEFPI[MRIPMOI
KVETINEQMREKPEWWXLMW
MWEKVIEXFEWIJSV7ERKVME 
ERH6SWI XLMWEX]TMGEPVSWI
MW[IPPVSYRHIH EVIXLI
VIWYPXSJEKVIEXHIEPSJLEVH
[SVOERHTEXMIRGI&VEH
'EVWSWEMH±1EOMRK[MRI[MPP
XIEGL]SYTEXMIRGIXLEX´WJSV
WYVI²4EMP7LST:MRI]EVHW
MWQEOMRKERMGI[MRIXLMW
]IEV-GI[MRIMW[MRIQEHI
JVSQKVETIWXLEXLEZIFIIR
JVS^IR[LMPIWXMPPSRXLI
ZMRI 8LIJVII^MRKTVSGIWW
concentrates the sugars and
VIWYPXWMREW[IIX[MRIXLEX
is often served for dessert.
4EMP7LST:MRI]EVHW´MGI[MRI
WLSYPHFIVIEH]JSV
,I[IRXSRXSWE]XLEX
XLI]LEZIEGSRWXERXFEXXPI
[MXLXEROWTEGI ±8LINYMGI
RIZIV½XWMRXLIXEROWNYWX
VMKLX=SYRIZIVLEZIIRSYKL
WQEPPXEROWJSVXLIPIJXSZIV
NYMGI² %WE[MRIQEOIV
XLIVIEVIXIWXXVMEPWXIWXW
of different yeasts, different
KVETIW ERHQSVI 0MOIQSWX
EVXXLIVIMWEPSXSJXVMEPERH
error.
&VEH'EVWSI\TPEMRIH
XLEX4EMP7LST:MRI]EVHWMW
ERXM[MRIWRSF ±;IQEOI
VIWTIGXEFPI[MRIW %WPSRK
EWWSQISRILEWERSTIR
QMRHEFSYXWQEPP2I[=SVO
[MRIVMIWXLIVIMWEPSXXSPMOI
EFSYX4EMP7LST:MRI]EVHW²
,IEPWSWEMH±;I´HPMOIXS
QEOI'SSTIVWXS[REKVIEX
[MRIQEOMRKTPEGIERH[MXL

Fulton Chain Craft Brewery
By Al Dorantes
,IVOMQIV'SYRX]´WRI[IWXERHSRP]FVI[IV]*YPXSR
'LEMR'VEJX&VI[IV]MWPSGEXIHMRHS[RXS[R3PH*SVKI
8LIXETVSSQMWPSGEXIHEX2SVXL7XVIIX3PH*SVKI
2I[=SVO6MGL1EXL]GSS[RIVERH.YWXMR7XEWOMI[MG^
GSS[RIVFVI[IVWXEVXIH*''&1IQSVMEP(E]SJ
8LI]EHQMXXLEXXLI]GEYKLXEPSXSJPYGO]FVIEOWERHKSX
EXVIQIRHSYWEQSYRXSJLIPT3R3GXSFIVXLI]
WXEVXIHVIRSZEXMSRSJXLIMVXETVSSQERHXLI]STIRIHXLI
XETVSSQSZIV.YP]XL[IIOIRHMR
1ER]SJ*''&´WTVSGIWWIWEVIGSQTYXIVEMHIH %JXIVXLI
FIIVGSQIWSYXSJXLIMVFSMPOIXXPIMXKSIWXLVSYKLTPEXI
GLMPPIVXSKIXXSHIKVIIWEPQSWXMRWXERXP]XLIRMRXSXLI
JIVQIRXSV.YWXMRI\TPEMRIHXLEXXLIGSQTYXIVLIPTWEKVIEX
HIEP ±-XEPPS[WQIXSJSGYWSRWSQISXLIVXEWOWERHXLIR
XLIGSQTYXIV[MPPEPIVXQI[LIRMX´WVIEH]²
*YPXSR'LEMR'VEJX&VI[IV]´WFIIVWEVIYR½PXIVIH 8LI]
EVIEWQEPPTVSHYGXMSRGSQTER] ±;IHSR´XHSER]XLMRKXS
EJJIGXXLIFIIV²7XEWOMI[MG^WEMH,IEHHIH±-X´WXLITYVI
JSVQSJFIIV-X´WXLIJVIWLIWXFIIV]SYGERKIX 8LIHE][I
GEVFSREXIMWXLIWEQIHE]]SYGERHVMROMX²*''&LEWXVMIH

XSJSWXIVVIPEXMSRWLMTW 8LIMVKVEMRGSQIWJVSQEQEPXLSYWI
MR(V]HIRERHXLIMVLSTWEVIJVSQ1YRRWZMPPI XLI]YWI
HMJJIVIRXOMRHW  SJXLIMVMRKVIHMIRXWEVIWSYVGIH
JVSQ2I[=SVO7XEXI
8LIKY]WEX*''&TYXXLIMVEPPMRXSQEOMRKXSTRSXGLGVEJX
FIIVWXLEXVITVIWIRXXLIMVTEWWMSRJSVXLI*YPXSR'LEMR0EOI
EVIE 8LIMVFIIVWMRGPYHI %HZIRXYVI'ERSI %QIVMGER
-4%  %TTVSTVMEXI%QSYRX%PI %QIVMGER&VS[R%PI[MXL
EXEWX]GLSGSPEXIWXEVX[MXLE2I[=SVO7XEXIQETPIW]VYT
½RMWL *MVI7MHI %QIVMGER%QFIV%PI[MXLXLIWQIPPSJ
XLI%HMVSRHEGOTEVOMREFIIV  0EOI,STTIV -QTIVMEP-4%
JIEXYVMRKHMJJIVIRXLSTWXSVITVIWIRXXLI*YPXSR'LEMR
0EOIW 7XIEPXL&YHHLE 7XVSRK7GSXGL%PI  I\XVE
FMXXIV)RKPMWL4EPI%PI +SPHIR&IEGL E0MKLX7YQQIV%PI 
4YQTOMR%PI %QIVMGER%QFIV%PI[MPPFIVIEH]WSSR 
8LIMVJYPPXEWXMRKVSSQSJJIVW¾MKLXWTMRXWERHKVS[PIVW
*''&YWIWERIGSKVS[PIV
8LIIGSKVS[PIV WIITLSXSSRTEKI YWIWEYRMUYI
TVSTVMIXEV]PEQMREXIHWXVYGXYVIXSGVIEXIETSYGLPMOI
GSRXEMRIV 8LIKVS[PIVWXVIXGLIWMRXSVMKMHMX]

Continued on page 22

MRJSVQEXMSRKSXS[[[
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Middle Ages Brewing Company
dozen employees covering
administration, retail
brewing, and sales. Isaac said,
“Everybody feels like family.”
Middle Ages uses an English
style brew system with an
open fermenter designed
by Peter Austin, godfather
of craft brewing. All beers
made at Middle Ages are
ales and are all made with
open fermentation. Middle
Ages been using their initial
pitch of yeast since start.
It is a unique thing. It is
considered a house yeast
now.
By Al Dorantes
Middle Ages Brewing got
its name years ago. Isaac
Rubenstein, Vice President,
explained that his parents
were Monty Python fans.
Years ago when his dad,
Marc, turned 40 he received

a birthday card. “Welcome
to middle ages,” the card
read with people dressed in
period garb doing modern
things. Mom, Mary, said,
“That’s it!” and the name
was chosen. Middle Ages
just had an anniversary on
August 2 with a party in the

park.
Middle Ages was started
by Isaac’s parents and has
been family owned and
family run since 1995. They
have had 20 years of slow
growth; 15% growth annually.
They have a low employee
turnover rate. About a

They bottle about once
a week. Their keg beer is
±½RIH²SV½PXIVIHXSQEOIMX
clear. Middle Ages produces
cask beer. Cask beer is
RSX½RIHSV½PXIVIH-XMW
put into the keg, sealed up
and is naturally carbonated.
Middle Ages makes about
22-23 different types of
beers. Some are limited

editions or seasonal. Their
Syracuse pale ale is their
best selling beer. It is
available everywhere in and
around Syracuse. It is very
accessible, very drinkable,
and not very hoppy.
8LMWMWQMHHPIEKIW½VWX
year for pumpkin ale. It will
be available at the end of
September. The pumpkin
beer is based on brown ale
ERHLEWEQEPX]¾EZSVEPSRK
with the pumpkin taste.
Jess Reaves, head brewer,
said,“The best beer in
history is being brewed right
now. Tech is so advanced
that we have so much
control.”
Isaac said,“Late Night IPA is
my favorite beer right now.”
Isaac explained that Middle
Ages has a major expansion
planned. They are adding an
additional 9000 square feet.
The whole block used to be

a Sealtest ice cream factory.
The expansion’s additional
space will be cold storage
along with the addition of
some production.
4MRXWERH¾MKLXWEVI
available for consumption at
the Middle Ages’ taproom
while growlers, bottles and
kegs are available to go.
Isaac explained that they
see a lot of growler sales in
taproom.
Eileen Roark, taproom
customer said,“I drove all
the way from Connecticut
for Middle Ages.”
Middle Ages Brewing
Company might be named
after the middle ages but
they are not stuck in them.
For more information go to:
www.middleagesbrewing.
com or follow them on
Facebook: Middle Ages
Brewing Company T

Good Nature Farm Brewing and Taproom
By Al Dorantes
2I[=SVO7XEXI´W½VWX
farm brewery, Good nature
Brewing and Tap Room,
can be found at 8 Broad
St, Hamilton, NY 13346.
Good Nature is a small,
independently owned
microbrewery & Tap Room.
They handcraft all-natural
ales brewed with local
ingredients, collaborating
with local farmers, artists,
& small businesses to
celebrate all that our region
has to offer. Good Nature
is Madison County’W½VWX
brewery in 200 years
according to the Madison
County Historical Society.
Good Nature’s philosophy
of brewing “Farm to Glass”
beers and sourcing locally
as much as possible means

their ales are completely
YR½PXIVIHERHGSRXEMR
RSEVXM½GMEPEHHMXMZIWSV
adjuncts.They are as fresh as
it gets.
Governor Andrew Cuomo
signed The farm Brewing
Law in 2012 and it was put
into effect January 1, 2013.
It was designed to increase
demand for locally grown
products to further increase
economic impact and create
new businesses surrounding
the brewing industry.
Following the Farm
Brewery license beer must
be made primarily from
locally grown farm products.
The schedule for the license
is as follows: Until the end
of 2018, at least 20% of the
hops and 20% of all other
ingredients must be grown

in New York State. The law
changes to no less than 60%
of the hops and 60% of all
other ingredients must be
grown in New York State
from January 1, 2018 to
December 31, 2023, and
then again From January
1, 2024, no less than 90%
of the hops and 90% of all
other ingredients must be
grown in New York State.

With a farm brewery
license brewers do not
need an additional permit
to serve beer by the glass.
Beer by the glass has the
highest return for brewers in
terms of sales. Farm brewers
can also make and serve
cider by the glass. Farm
breweries are allowed to
LEZI½ZIWEXIPPMXIPSGEXMSRW
where they sell their beer.

The beer manufactured
under these guidelines
is designated as “New
York State labeled beer.”
The legislation was
modeled after the 1976
“Farm Winery Act,” which
spurred the growth of wine
production in this state,
including the creation of 261
farm wineries and tripling
the number of wineries.

As a Farm Brewery, Good
Nature is committed to
sourcing the ingredients
in their beers from New
York State Farmers. Good
Nature goes a step further
by sourcing as locally as
possible and working directly
with their neighboring
farms to source the freshest
ingredients possible.

a 7 barrel system to brew their beers. Their Good Natured
Blonde Ale and their American Brown Ale are just two of
their year round offerings. They have a Solstine Oat Stout
that is available only on nitro. 95% of Good Nature’s beer is
sold as draft on premises throughout 16 different counties.

Continued on page 23

Fulton Chain from previous.....
their beautiful deck. Their
homemade soda and water
are free for designated
drivers.

Good Nature Brewing uses

The eco-growler
The inner foil layer protects
the contents of the pouch
as a CO2 barrier. Its
functionality, cost, and ecofriendly design was a smart
choice for Fulton Chain
Craft Brewery.
FCCB has munchies.
On holidays and special
occasions they grill up
burgers and hotdogs. FCCB
invites you to bring your
own food and picnic in
their tasting room or on

Rich and Justin carefully
picked the location of their
brewery and taproom. Old
Forge has a great tourist
population and great locals.
With 30,000 weekenders
a summer and over 14,000
snowmobile passes issued,
their homework is paying
off. FCCB’s taproom is open
from 11am to 11pm. Most
breweries close earlier
than that. Their trivia night
is growing. They have 17
teams and growing.
Fulton Chain Craft Brewery
is a dream come true for
two friends in the heart of
the Adirondacks. Rich Mathy
said,“I met Justin at Golden
Beach (on Raquet Lake) in
1998. Now I own a business
in a place where people
work all year to spend
one week. It doesn’t get
better than this.” For more
information go to: www.
fccbrewery.com or follow
them on Facebook: Fulton
Chain Craft Brewery T
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Cooperstown DIstillery from page 16
No other town would
work.” He seized the
opportunity to marry
baseball and alcohol.
Cooperstown Distillery’s
award winning products
include: Bean Ball Bourbon
(gets its namesake from
the dangerous Beanball
pitch -smooth 90 proof
with notes of caramel,
butterscotch, and smoked
XSJJII½RMWL  %FRIV
Doubleday Double Play
Vodka (award winning

[MXLFSXERMGEPW 7EQ
Smith’s Boatyard Rum
(amber rum made from
100% non-GMO sugar cane
molasses and aged in their
FSRHIH[EVILSYWI 

white wheat vodka in the
TEXIRXIHFEWIFEPPHIGERXIV 
'PEWWMG%QIVMGER;LMWOI]
(handmade whiskey aged 10
QSRXLWMRYWIH%QIVMGER
oak bourbon barrels - also
MREFEWIFEPPHIGERXIV 
Glimmerglass Vodka (made
from 100% New York State
;LMXI;LIEXHMWXMPPIH
times, it is mellow without
XLIXVEHMXMSREPZSHOE±FYVR² 
Fenimore Gin (featuring
New York State lilac this
award winning gin is distilled

%RI[TVSHYGXXLI][IVI
packaging is a 90 proof clear
called “Cooper’s Clear.” It
is a young, clear whiskey
similar to a moonshine.
Gene Marra explained
the future of Cooperstown
Distillery. He said that the

business model was built
on the patented baseball
decanter bottle from day
1. From its inception
Cooperstown Distillery
intended on being a global,
international player in the
retail spirit world. They have
the only baseball decanter
on the market and getting
it and their bourbon and
whiskey into global market
MWXLIKSEPJSV1EVVE
WEMH±;ILEZIEKVIEXWXSV]
and a great product; we

have it all!”
Cooperstown Distillery is
throwing the alcohol world
curveballs. Their hand
crafted, award winning spirits
are ahead in the count. For
more information go to:
www.cooperstowndistillery.
com or follow them on
Facebook: Cooperstown
Distillery T

20th Anniversary
Madison County HOPS FEST

Enjoying the weekend’s craft
beer sampling were Sara Renfrew and Matt Martino, of Syracuse, pictured, who donned
their felt hops headpieces. The
pair have been enjoying the
Hop Fest for the past five years
and said they bought their first
hops plants from the festival.
Today, they grow hops and
brew their own beer.

Also on hand, were Hops Fest royalty, (from left) Hop Fest 2008 Queen Sydney
Loftus, executive director of the Madison County Historical Society, Hop Fest 2005
King Norm Dann and Queen Dot Willsey, creators of the Hop Fest.

Good Nature from page 22 _______________________________________________________________________________
They do limited scale bottling. Good Natured Blonde &
%QIVMGER&VS[R%PIEVIEZEMPEFPIMRFSXXPI
'EVVMI&PEGOQSVIWEMH±;IEVIWIIMRKTSWMXMZIKVS[XL
&IJSVIXLIJEVQFVI[MRKPE[XLIVI[IVISRP]EGVIWSJ
hops and no malt houses and now there are over 200 acres
of hops and several malt houses in New York State.”
Good Nature Brewing has expansion plans. The plan
includes a new brewery, tasting room and outdoor beer
KEVHIR %RI\MWXMRKFYMPHMRK[MPPFIVIRSZEXIHJSVYWIEW
[EVILSYWIERHSJ½GIWTEGI8LII\TERWMSRTVSNIGX[MPP
MQQIHMEXIP]GVIEXIEREHHMXMSREPJYPPXMQINSFWEW[IPPEW
a number of part-time, temporary, and seasonal positions
ranging from production, packaging and warehouse, to lab
[SVOVIWIEVGLERHWEPIWERHQEVOIXMRK %&IIV-RWXMXYXI
WXYH]MRHMGEXIWXLEXEWMRKPIRI[FVI[IV]NSFWYTTSVXW
SXLIVNSFW
Good Nature focuses on both wholesale and retail sales

with each making up 50% of their revenue. Interestingly,
their tap room makes up 1/3 of their volume. The tap room
has 19 taps. 2 of the taps are nitro plus they have 2 cask
IRKMRIW'EWOEPIMWYR½PXIVIHERHYRTEWXIYVM^IHFIIV[LMGL
is conditioned and served from a cask without additional
nitrogen or carbon dioxide carbonation. Cask ales are
WIVZIH[MXLELERHTYQT;MXLGEWOIRKMRIW]SYEVIPMXIVEPP]
pulling beer.
Good Nature rotates the beers on tap in their taproom.
They have something hoppy, something dark, and then it
W[MXGLIW 8LI]LEZISVJYPPXMQIFIIVXIRHIVW[LS[MPP
½PPKVS[PIVWKPEWWIWERH¾MKLXW 8LIFIIVXIRHIVWEVI+SSH
Nature ambassadors
'EVVMI&PEGOQSVIWEMHEFSYXXLIXETVSSQ±;I[ERX
everybody to come to the taproom; students, locals,
tourists”
The Good Nature Taproom has a mug club. There are 50

spots available per year. Members get a special mug which
KIXWXLIQSYRGIWSJFIIVJSVXLITVMGISJETMRX %QSRK
E[MHIVERKISJFIRI½XWQIQFIVWKIXEJVIIQYKSJRI[
releases.
Ken Herold, mug club member, said,“The taproom is a
community hang out. Craft beer, craft music and craft
friends.”
The Good Nature Taproom has live music once a week.
)ZIV]SXLIV8LYVWHE]MWNE^^GEWOERH.E^^-XLEWEFMK
professor following the local collages.
Carrie Blackmore said,“It’s a fun time to be in this world;
the world of craft brewing.” For more information about
Good Nature Farm Brewing and Taproom go to: www.
goodnaturebrewing.com or follow them on Facebook: Good
Nature Brewing T
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Hops on deck at Harvest Moon Cidery

Matthew Critz and son Patrick sampling their award winning Heritage
Hops cider behind the bar of Harvest Moon Cidery.
By Carly Proulx

Tis the season for the
Critz Farm’s family in
Cazenovia, NY to deliver
the fruits of their farms long
labor. Stretching 325 acres
the farm sits a few miles
south of scenic route 20 in
Madison county. Protected
through the NYS Farmland Protection Program is
most of the land on Critz
farms, forever sworn to
be development free, and
obtainable for agricultural
needs only.The farm, both
functional and family friendly
has received the NYS
Agrotourism business of the

year award. And on this
farm there lies a special
place called Harvest Moon
Cidery, where eventually
they reap what they sow,
and what they sow is all
kinds of apple seeds.
Matthew and Juanita Critz
bought the farm, and the
home that guarded it back
in 1985.
After graduating from the
College of Environmental
Science and Forestry (ESF)
in Syracuse Matthew got
his start at a big family farm
in the ADK which planted
and sold Christmas trees.

Nearby at ESF he’d grow
fond of, and recognize Cazenovia as an agriculturally
inclined terrain. Matthew
wanted to farm for himself,
and wife Juanita was right
there with him. First things
½VWXMJ]SY´VIKSMRKXSFI
a tree farm you’ve got to
plant trees. Next thing you
know somebody is asking
for pumpkins, and you’re
planting pumpkins.You turn
around and somebody
else mentions hayrides.
And before you know it
everybody is hungry, craving
apples, apple cider, and cider
doughnuts. “We’re farmers
at heart,” confesses Matthew, and so was left with
little choice when it came
to expanding the farm and
utilizing the acreage to give
the people what they want.
It just so happened people
liked the hard stuff as much
if not more than the sweet.
In 2005 Critz farms would
TPERXXLIMV½VWXETTPIXVIIW
ERHFIKMRXLIMV½VWXLEVZIWX
in 2007. If you know anything about making good
cider, than you know it takes
more than a few tries to
get it right. Using different
apple blends and yeast
combinations it took about
thee years of trial and error
before they were ready to

graduate from the “green
room” to the stage of the
Harvest Moon Cidery
(HMC) in 2011. In order
to keep up their supply the
sweet cider is pressed on
the Mill’s very own antique
four screw press. Acquiring
the 48” x 48” Boomer &
Boschert in 2006, handmade in Syracuse NY circa
the 1890’s Critz farms has
made a stalwart effort in
mimicking the cider making
process of a 100 years ago.
They’ve since maintained
its vital organs with renovations, using extreme care
to restore it tooth and nail
to its old authentic self.The
motion of this contraption
can be seen, as well as the
orchestra of sounds by
the belts and gears heard
on site by visitors passing
through. From farm to table,
or rather from orchard
to press it’s quite something to behold the apples
being pressed as they were
pressed long ago, on an
antique rack and cloth press.
Matthew tells me he
follows a six month aging
process to achieve the
TVIJIVVIH¾EZSVTVS½PIW
for the hard cider, and that
the cider is made in small
batches to ensure a satisfactory product to follow

the pressing, fermentation,
and aging process. Now
up to 11 different ciders
on tap HMC, after years
of planning, executing, and
reinventing, according to
many a taste bud, and many
an international wine competition they’ve nailed it.“It’s
half art, and half science,”
Matt divulges. Keeping the
business in the family didn’t
take much persuasion
on Matthews part, as his
youngest son Patrick was
passed down the farmer
gene, and is a main asset
to the farm and its upkeep.
And believe you me a
farmers work is never done,
especially when you open
your doors to thousands.
Though there wasn’t a cider
I didn’t like, my favorite one
was a hoppy cider. For all
you hops lovers out there
,1'MWSRISJXLI½VWX
to age a cider with Hops,
presenting their award
winning Heritage Hops
cider. It’s hard to believe no
one thought of this sooner, as the combination is
perfection.You can purchase
both bottles and growlers
at the cidery, take them
home or drink them while
digesting the gorgeous view
right there on the cidery’s
patio, along with sampling or

buying it by the glass in the
HMC tasting room.
Speaking of hops did I
mention HMC is putting in
their very own hop yard?
If you haven’t guessed why
it’s because you don’t have
beer on the brain.That’s
right folks, very soon HMC
will be brewing their own
craft beer with 70% of the
malt coming from the barley being grown right here
on the farm, and providing
a great alternate crop for
their up and coming 4
acre hop yard.The plan is
to brew beers that will highlight what is being grown at
Critz farms, accent the positive, and you betcha there is
a plentiful bounty for these
spot lights to shine down
on. Critz farms is open in
the Fall, and early Spring for
private tastings, tours, and
farm special events such as
their annual Blueberry Jam,
and Fall Celebration.You can
½RHSYXQSVIMRJSVQEXMSR
at www.harvestmooncidery.
com, as Critz farms has a
good listening ear to stay
keen on what people want.
Proof is in the brew, and
if their beer is made with
as much TLC and gusto as
their cider I can imagine the
results are well worth the
wait! T

Sammy and Annie Foods the Store and Cafe
by Al Dorantes

When a store and cafe is named after its owner’s
KVERHJEXLIVERHKVERHQSXLIV]SYORS[MXWVSSXWEVI½VQP]
planted in tradition and family. That is just what Christopher
Giruzzi did. Chris named his business after his grandmother
and grandfather who passed away 30 and 27 years ago
respectively. Chris is using their recipes and serving fresh
cooked meals and Italian cookies and “pusties.” Sammy and
Annie Foods the Store and Cafe is open Monday through
Friday from 8am-4pm. From 8am until 11am they serve
breakfast and from 11am until 2pm lunch is served.
It all began in the spring of 2007. Chris submitted one
of his recipes to the Food Network’s Ultimate Recipe
7LS[HS[R 8LIVIGMTIQEHIMXXSXLIWIQM½REPW'LVMW
thought,“Maybe I should be in the food business.” Chris
started with green chili starter, red chili starter, tomato
sauce, green tomato pickles, and fennel citrus bbq sauce.
He has added riggies starter, Bolognese starter, and a spicy
sweet bbq all made at his state inspected kitchen facility in
Barneveld.
Cookies are a big part of Sammy and Annie Foods Store
& Cafe’s business. In 2014 one day’s orders alone was for
63 lbs of Christmas cookies.That’s a lot of cookies for a 2nd
]IEVWLST0EWX]IEVWE[EWMKRM½GERXMRGVIEWIMRGSSOMIWEPIW
for Sammy and Annie Foods Store & Café from Christmas
of year 1 to year 2. They offer 14-16 different cookies at
Christmas time. The list opens around thanksgiving give or
take a few days and they cut off a week before Christmas.
The cookies are always fresh never frozen; this ensures
quality. Sammy and Annie Foods Store & Cafe has 10 types
of cookies plus chocolate and vanilla “pusties” for you to
choose from during the regular season.
Sammy and Annie Foods Store & Cafe is not just pastries.

Chris explained,“We have locally sourced goods from local
farms. We’re like a farmers market that is open all year
long.” They have milk, maple syrup, honey, cheese, butter,
and meats from local producers. Additionally, breakfast
and lunch are made with these local products. When you
order scrambled eggs you will be getting farm fresh eggs
from MAWS farm in Newport. The butter they use in their
recipes comes from Kriemhild Dairy in Hamilton and the
milk is from Stoltzfus Family Dairy.
All the farmers market type goods in the store started with
consignment with a monthly fee for shelf space. In April of
2015 Chris began switching to a wholesale approach. Now
Chris is taking the risk to keep all the different local products
on the shelves. Sammy and Annie Foods Store & Cafe is
WIIMRKEKVIEXHIEPSJXVEJ½GJVSQJEVQIVWQEVOIXGYWXSQIVW
because they stock the same types of products.
The coming months will see Sammy and Annie Foods the
Store and Cafe increase their handmade pasta offerings.
They are also pleased to announce that their bake-at-home
pizzas are back. The big, 13x18” sheet pizzas are available in
plain, garlic & tomato pie and are a quick dinner option for
the family on the go or even just a late night snack.
Sammy and Annie Foods the Store and Cafe is 100%
accessible. There is a handicapped spot right outside the
front door and they offer parking in their exclusive parking
lot. This is good because Chris suffers from Osteogenesis
Imperfecta. Osteogenesis Imperfecta is a genetic bone
disorder characterized by fragile bones that break easily.
It is also known as “brittle bone disease.” Osteogenesis
Imperfecta has not stopped Chris. He is a culinary
powerhouse.

Grilled to order Turkey Burger with a side of Italian Potato Salad.
Chris explained that Sammy and Annie Foods the Store
and Cafe goes through all the trials and tribulations of
running a business. One of the most important things for
them is their consistent branding. Chris’ mom and coworker,
Annette Giruzzi said,“He’s the brains and I’m the brawn.”
What started with pickled green tomatoes has expanded
MRXSEJYPP¾IHKIHGEJI'LVMWLEWQER]MHIEWWSOIITERI]I
out for the Sammy and Annie Foods logo popping up on
various products in the future. Stop in to Sammy and Annie
Foods the Store and Cafe at 717 Bleecker Street in Utica.
For more information go to: www.sammyandanniefoods.com
or follow them on Facebook: Sammy and Annie Foods the
Store and Cafe T
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How to fend off a fruit fly invasion
multiply. Fermenting fruit or moist organic debris is necessary to complete
XLIJVYMX¾]PMJIG]GPI8)663*VYMX
Fly Traps, which last 30 days, employ
a non-toxic, food-based liquid lure to
EXXVEGXERHXVETJVYMX¾MIW3RGIMRWMHI
JVYMX¾MIWGERRSXIWGETIIPMQMREXMRK
their chance to breed and multiply.
Before placing traps, pay attention to
[LIVIJVYMX¾MIWXIRHXSFIQSWXTVSFlematic and place the apple-shaped
traps in those areas.

WIIJVYMX¾MIWEWERMRIZMXEFPIWMHIIJJIGXSJ[EVQIV[IEXLIV
these uninvited guests can be quickly and easily eliminated.
More information about TERRO® Fruit Fly Traps is available
at www.terro.com. T

“The key to successful elimination of
JVYMX¾MIWMWXSPSGEXIXLIMVFVIIHMRK
source and place the TERRO® Fruit Fly
Trap nearby,” says TERRO® Director of
6IWIEVGL7XI['PEVO±0SSOJSVJVYMX¾]
sources in areas where unrefrigerated
fruits and vegetables are stored, near
garbage cans and recycling bins.”
TERRO® Fruit Fly traps can help homeowners eliminate potentially problematic
fruit fly infestations in a matter of days.
(MS) — Homeowners who have
dealt with insect infestations know that
even the smallest critters can make for
formidable foes. A single insect might
not seem like a substantial problem,
but such uninvited guests have a
tendency to multiply, quickly becoming
a problem for less proactive homeowners.
7YGLMWXLIGEWI[MXLJVYMX¾MIW
8LSYKLWQEPPMRWXEXYVIJVYMX¾MIWGER
prove a pesky, food-contaminating nuiWERGI %WXLIMVREQIMQTPMIWJVYMX¾MIW
are attracted to ripening fruits, which
serve as a food source and a breeding
KVSYRH*VYMX¾MIWEPWSFVIIHEVSYRH
garbage disposals, drains and garbage
cans while facilitating the transmission
of bacteria that can prove harmful to
human health. Fortunately, homeown-

ers can employ a combination of stratIKMIWXSJIRHSJJJVYMX¾]MRJIWXEXMSRW
before they take root.
• Locate and eliminate potential
FVIIHMRKKVSYRHW*VYMX¾MIWEVIWIIR
swarming around trash cans and areas
where food has been left out. According to TERRO®, an industry leader
MR(-=TIWXGSRXVSPTVSHYGXWJVYMX¾]
populations tend to be greatest during
the summer and fall months, when
they infest fruits during the harvest
season. Pay particular attention to trash
containers during these times of year,
discarding trash more frequently if
necessary and making sure all trash can
lids are tightly closed. In addition, place
ripened fruits and vegetables in the
refrigerator during these times of year.
8VET¾MIWFIJSVIXLI]GERFVIIHERH

Once you identify potential breeding
grounds, activate the apple-shaped
trap by pulling the leaf-like lid from its
base and pouring the liquid lure into
the vapor chamber. Keep the lid open
while the trap is in use, and you should
RSXMGIEWMKRM½GERXHIGVIEWIMRXLI
RYQFIVSJJVYMX¾MIW[MXLMREJI[HE]W
• Keep a clean home. Clean homes,
and tidy kitchens in particular, are less
PMOIP]XSFISZIVGSQI[MXLJVYMX¾]MRfestations. After cooking meals, be sure
to clean all surfaces with which food
has come in contact. Clean any spilled
drinks, since sweet and sticky beverEKIWPMOIWSHEERH[MRIPYVIJVYMX¾MIW
It’s also important to keep cleaning materials, such as mops and drains, clean,
WMRGIJVYMX¾MIWGERGSRXMRYIXSFVIIH
in soiled mops and dirty drains.
8LSYKLWQEPPMRWXEXYVIJVYMX¾MIW
can prove harmful to human health,
spreading bacteria while also serving as
a pesky nuisance. But while many might

5 signs your home insulation is not working
are several signs that your
insulation is lacking:
1. Energy bills — High
energy bills are the biggest
VIH¾EKIWTIGMEPP]VIPEXMZI
to the size, age or condition
of the home. If you have a
run-away energy bill, your
insulation may need to be
upgraded.This can be the
case, even in a newer home.

(MS) — Some insulations
can lose performance over
time, sustain damage or simply no longer meet updated
building codes. It’s an issue
that can be costly, because if
your home’s insulation isn’t
doing its job, you could be
wasting money and resources.
You don’t have to be a
trained professional to know
you have a problem. Here

2. Drafts — Do you need
to put on a sweater even
with the heat on, or does
your air conditioner run
incessantly without making
enough of a difference?
8LEX´WEWMKRSJEHI½GMIRG]
in your building envelope.
3. Inconsistent temperatures — Is it warm in one
room, but cold in another?
Are your walls or interior
closets cold to the touch?
It’s possible that while your
whole home may not need
attention, certain rooms may

need to be addressed.
4. Condition of insulating materials — Consider
the age of your insulation.
Would it stand up to today’s
building codes? Is it in good
shape or is it crumbly? If
your insulation has degraded
or isn’t performing, it’s time
for an upgrade. But be careful, as certain types of older
insulation, such as Vermiculite insulation, may contain
asbestos. If you’re unsure, do
not disturb it and hire a professional to conduct testing
and/or removal.This should
not be a do-it-yourself job.
5.You detect pests and/or
moisture — Insulation —
and your building envelope
— can be compromised
by the presence of pests.
Moisture is an even bigger
obstacle to optimal thermal
performance, as some types
of insulation can sag or
collapse when damp, leaving

ZSMHWERHGEYWMRKEMVXS¾S[
in and out of the building
envelope.
While some solutions
may be more complicated,
requiring the opening of the
existing wall cavities, others
can be addressed more easily.The best way to improve
thermal performance and
MRGVIEWIIRIVK]IJ½GMIRG]MW
to upgrade attic insulation.
Laying Comfortbatt insulation over existing material to
achieve a minimum depth of
16 inches, or an R-value of
R50, is a simple DIY project
that can generate immediate
results.To fully assess your
home and explore remediation solutions, consider
hiring a professional home
energy auditor to evaluate
your home’s energy performance. Even in a new home,
the results may be surprising.
T

Sales • Service • Home Delivery
Mention this ad and receive
$
200 Off Any Spa
4780 Commercial Drive
New Hartford, NY 13413

315-507-4630 • www.tuckerbackyard.com
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How to create extra space for guests
When closed, the bed can
look like a decorative storage closet or armoire. Some
convertible beds come with
bookcase accessories to expand storage space and also
make the piece look like a
more cohesive unit. Designers also have experimented
with these beds, and some
transform from a desk or
even from a low-lying bookshelf or bench into a bed.

Invest in a sofa bed and you will always have an extra spot for overnight guests to use.
Homeowners who enjoy
entertaining frequently
sometimes host overnight
guests.While many hosts
and hostesses have spare
bedrooms for overnight or
long-term guests, many others do not. But those among
the latter group willing to
KIXEPMXXPIGVIEXMZIGER½RH
more places for overnight
guests to rest their heads.
• Sofa: Living room or den
sofas can double as bedding

for overnight guests. As a
short-term solution, a night
or two on the couch can
be comfortable enough. Be
sure to cover the sofa with
freshly laundered sheets
and provide those amenities
one would expect in a guest
space. Access to a television, a reading lamp, a fan
for some white noise and
a table on which to place a
phone or alarm clock are
helpful to have. Such items
will make guests more com-

fortable. If your living room
or family room has a door
that can be closed, this will
help create more privacy for
guests.
• Convertible bed: Marketed frequently under the
brand name Murphy Bed,
convertible beds can incorporate sleeping options into
rooms with limited space.
This furniture essentially is
a bed that folds vertically
or horizontally into a frame.

Consider moisture issues
(MS) — By Scott McGillivray
We insulate our homes primarily to keep
them warm in the winter and cool in the
summer. As a result, most of us evaluate
insulation based on its thermal properties,
[LMGLMWHI½RMXIP]MQTSVXERXXSGSRWMHIV
However, there is another aspect of wall
and ceiling insulation that should be conWMHIVIHFIJSVIQEOMRKE½REPHIGMWMSRERH
that’s moisture. If you choose the wrong
insulation, moisture can seriously damage
the long-term performance of the insulation,
HVEWXMGEPP]VIHYGMRKXLIFIRI½XWMXSJJIVWXS
your home.
Although wall and ceiling cavities may be
out of sight after a home is built, they are
very important spaces in residential construction and remodeling projects.They
play a critical role in managing the interior
XIQTIVEXYVIRSMWIPIZIPEMV¾S[ERHQSPH
levels. It is important that the insulation
in the walls and ceilings works just as well
years after installation as it does the day after the project is completed.This means that
the insulation needs to stay consistent over
time –– any sagging, compressing or rotting
will compromise the safety and comfort of
your home.
To combat these potential problems, look
for insulation that does not absorb water,

but repels it. Stone wool insulation, like that
produced by Roxul, is a good choice.Water-resistance is important year-round, but
especially in summer, when humidity levels
rise, and in spring and fall, when rain and
moisture levels can increase dramatically. It’s
vital that your insulation won’t compress or
sag within the wall or ceiling cavity, because
when insulation materials compress and sag,
they leave gaps, compromising the thermal
performance of the wall. Cold, heat and
sound can pass through much more easily,
creating a living space that’s less comfortable
and more expensive to heat and cool.
Another important consideration when
choosing insulation is mold resistance. Materials that resist mold growth, like stone wool,
are essential to the health of your home and
family. Because mold feeds on organic matter, selecting an insulation that is composed
of nonorganic matter is ideal to prevent rot.
Keeping moisture and mold at bay with a
quality insulation will contribute to a safer
indoor environment and provide energy
WEZMRKWERHGSQJSVXFIRI½XWXLEX GERPEWXJSV
the lifetime of a home.
Scott McGillivray is the award-winning TV
host, a full-time real estate investor, contractor, author, and educator. Follow him on
Twitter @smcgillivray. T

• Sofa bed or chair: Sofa
beds and chairs have a foldout bed nestled beneath
their cushions. Depending
on the size of the couch,
a twin, full or queen-sized
bed may be housed within.
Sofa beds vary in regard
to their comfort levels, so
prospective hosts should
investigate their options
to ensure guests have the
most comfortable sleeping
situations possible. A bed in
EGSYGLGERXYVRERSJ½GI
or living space into a guest
sanctuary in a matter of
minutes. In addition, some
sofa beds also have extra
space built within for storing
blankets and pillows. Many
popular furniture retailers

offer couch brands that can
be equipped with a bed.
And if space is especially
tight, consider a convertible
chair that has a twin-sized
bed tucked away.
• Bunk beds: Bunk beds
may seem like child’s play,
but they make great use
of vertical space. Share a
kid’s room with your son or
daughter and let the guest
take your own bedroom.

Otherwise, equip a home
SJ½GI[MXLFYROFIHWERH
have two more sleeping
spaces available.
Accommodating guests
when you don’t have a guest
bedroom can take some
creativity, but those willing
to think outside the box can
½RHSTXMSRWXLEXHSR´XGSQpromise guests’ comfort. T
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History in Your Backyard
Approximately 2 miles
north of Jordanville, NY
on route 167, along a
sweeping curve in the
VSEH]SY[MPP½RHE
squat stone monument
that marks the location
of the settlement that
was known as Andrustown and the massacre
that destroyed the town.
Most people have never
heard of Andrustown let
alone of the massacre
that wiped it off the
map. Andrustown was
located in the highlands about eight miles
south of the Mohawk
River near the headwaters of what is now
Fulmer Creek. During
the French and Indian
War when Palatine
Village (Herkimer) was
destroyed, Andrustown went unscathed
because it was off the
beaten path. During
the Revolutionary War,
Andrustown was not as
fortunate.
Andrustown was established in 1739 when a
surgeon in the British

Army purchased 20,000
acres of land in the hills
several miles south of
Little Falls. His name
was Henderson and the
farming community that
developed there was appropriately called Hendersontown. Because
most of the families that
settled there were Palatines, the English name
was gradually corrupted
in German to: Andrea’s
Town, Andreastown,
Andriestown, or Andrustown.
Andrustown was not
a village where homes
were concentrated in
one area. The settlement was instead made
up of widely-separated
farmsteads that were lo-

cated in the valleys and
on hillsides at the headwaters of what is now
Fulmer Creek. By 1776
Andrustown was tied
religiously, culturally, and
economically to German Flatts.The minister
from Fort Herkimer
Church traveled the
winding road into the
hills to bring the
word of God to
such families as
Grimm (Crim),
Stauring (Staring) Osterhout,
Frank, Moyer
(Hoyer, Hawyer),
Bell, and Lepper.
These farm
families lived
in comfortable
frame houses
and stored
grain in spacious barns and
sheds. Andrustown men
served in the militia that
stopped the British and
Iroquois at Oriskany in
%YKYWX 8LI½IPHW
produced wheat, hay,
and livestock, some of
which was destined for

1332 E. Main St., Ilion, NY 13357
3989 Oneida St., Washington Mills
(315) 895-4321
(315) 982-9760
Mon.-Fri. 10-6pm; Sat. 9-4; Sun. 9-12 • www.swanpool.net

the Continental Army.
Attacks on isolated settlements on the north
side of the Mohawk
River left the citizens
of Andrustown with a
feeling of apprehension.
They knew it was only
a matter of time before
they were attacked. In
an effort to avoid an
attack they moved down
into the valley where

Fort Herkimer provided protection from
Tory and Indian raiding
parties. From time to
time they
returned to
their farms
to plant
and harvest crops,
sometimes
with a military escort.
On July 18,
1778 there
was no
escort for
the handful
of residents
working the
½IPHW
At the
time Joseph
Brant, who
commanded a large raiding party
in the area, ordered a
troop of Tories and Indians to destroy Andrustown.
Adam Bell, son of Frederick Bell, Jr. recounted
the massacre when he
was 80 years old. Bell
who was born in Andrustown in 1773 retold
the event to Jeptha R.
Simms in 1852. The
startling events of the
day in Bell’s words,“In
July, 1778, Stauring, Leppard, Hawyer and the
two Bells, father and son,
went to Andreastown
to secure some hay,
prepared to stay several
days. At this time Fred
Bell, Sen., was an old
man and a widower, but

the wife of the younger
Bell, with the wives of
Stauring and Hawyer
joined the party to cook
for them, and render
such aid as they could.
With the workers were
two boys, one a son
of Stauring, then in his
teens, and Richard, a son
of Fred Bell Jun., some
eight years of age. Just
after breakfast on the
morning of the 18th,
when the
men were
engaged in
their pursuit,
a party of
Indians with
several Tories,
one of whom,
some say
Capt. Caldwell, led them,
appeared
suddenly in
the settlement. The
Bells, father and son,
chanced to be near
their dwelling, and as
the Indians approached
it, the latter who had

often said he would
not be taken alive, ran
into the house and was
shot through a window while in the act
of taking down his gun
from a pair of brackets.
His father, who was
arrested near the door,
was ordered to catch a
grey horse, owned by
the Bells, which was in a
½IPHRIEVERHXSPHXLEX
his life should be spared
if he got it; but as he was
climbing a fence into the
½IPHLI[EWWLSXHS[R
and there scalped—the
enemy, no doubt, fearing
to trust him any distance
from them.
8LI½VMRKEX&IPP´W
seasonably alarmed
the three men at work

some distance off, and
XLI]¾IHERHIWGETIH
to Fort Herkimer.The
enemy arrived at Stauring’s dwelling too soon
EJXIVXLI½VMRKJSVER]SJ
the inmates to escape,
but young Stauring in
attempting to do so,
was shot down at a little
distance from the house
and killed, while the Bell
boy was made a prisoner.The women were
preparing to make bread
when the surprise came,
and young Stauring had
been providing oven-wood. No indignity
was offered the women,
if we except their being
divested of several articles of clothing, ere they
¾IHJVSQXLMWXIVVMFPI
scene.This war party
as was subsequently
learned, was sent thither
by Brant , who was then
in the vicinity of the Little lakes only a few miles
distance, with a large
force; being instructed
by him before it left
camp, not to kill or capture any women at
that place; and having
secured what plunder they could, such
as eatables, clothing, guns and three
reeking scalps, the
destructives reduced
all the dwellings in
the settlement to
ashes, and with their
little prisoner—who
was compelled to
[MXRIWWXLIGSR¾Egration of his birth
place, in which was
the body of his
father, they soon
retired.
A party of soldiers
from Fort Herkimer,
accompanied by several
citizens of that locality,
went to Andreastown
the day after the misfortunes and buried the
remains of the elder Bell
and young Stauring.The
bones of Frederick Bell,
Jun., were taken from
the ashes and buried
some time after.”
Frontiersmen of New
York – Simms – 1883
8LI½IPHWSJ%RHVYWtown were eventually
planted, farmed, and
harvested again after the
war. The community of
Andrustown was gone
forever though. Only a
couple of historic markers note the location.
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Tours By Design offers national parks travel presentation
HINCKLEY – The public is invited to a free Travel Presentation on October 13 to hear about an upcoming National
Parks Tour.
Local tour company,Tours By Design, is working with
1E]¾S[IV8SYVWSJ-PPMRSMWXSTVIWIRXXLITVSKVEQ 8LIX[S
GSQTERMIWEVITVSQSXMRKERMRIHE]¾]ERHHVMZIXSYVXS
Yellowstone National Park, Mt. Rushmore and Grand Teton
National Park.
The free Presentation begins at 5:30pm on Tuesday, October 13 at the Utica Elks Lodge, 1315 Champlin Avenue,
Utica. Light refreshments and special offers are available to
those attending the travel show. The program is free but
please RSVP by calling Carol Hamlin Buczek at 831-3052 or
1-877-454-0927 between 9am and 5pm weekdays.
Buczek is the President and Owner of Tours By Design.
“2016 marks the 100th anniversary of the National Park
7IVZMGIWSMX´WEKVIEXXMQIXSTPERXLMWXVMT %PWS1E]¾S[IV
Tours is celebrating the Centennial by making a donation
to Tourism Cares and its works with the National Parks for

each National Park traveler in 2016” says Buczek.
The nine-day tour package includes an open-air jeep tour
through Custer State Park to view the herds of American
bison; Black Hills touring including Crazy Horse Memorial;
the amazing inspirational lighting ceremony at Mt. Rushmore
National Memorial; a tour of historic Deadwood, South
Dakota including legendary Boot Hill Cemetery; awe-inspiring Devils Tower National Monument; Buffalo Bill Historical
Center in Cody; 2 nights in Yellowstone National Park; Snake
6MZIV¾SEXXVMTXLVSYKL+VERH8IXSR2EXMSREP4EVORMKLXW
in Jackson Hole; and Salt Lake City touring. Round trip air
from Syracuse is optional or travelers can make their own
¾MKLXEVVERKIQIRX
Buczek encourages anyone interested to attend the travel
show as savings up to $100.00 per person are offered to
those in attendance. “I also want those travelers who are
signed up on one of our public tours that day to know
that they will still be eligible for the discount even though
they won’t be able to attend the presentation,” says Buczek.

“Their tour director on the bus on October 13 will have
details for those travelers so they don’t miss out on the
savings.” T

Independence Party Endorses Chris Farber for Herkimer County Sheriff
HERKIMER, NY, -- The Independence Party
of New York State has endorsed Herkimer
County Sheriff Chris Farber. The Independence Party is the third largest political party
in New York state, as well as in Herkimer
County.
“The Independence Party proudly endorses Sheriff Chris Farber as he seeks his fourth
consecutive term as Herkimer County

Sheriff ” state Chairman Frank MacKay said.
“He is an outstanding Sheriff and represents
what a Sheriff should be; fair, honest and
trustworthy. His experience overseeing the
Herkimer County Sheriff ’s Department , as
well as his business and judicial experience
are an asset.”
“Proudly, we endorse Sheriff Chris Farber
as Herkimer County Sheriff ”, said state Inde-

pendence Party Vice Chairman Tom Connolly. “ He cares deeply about his community.
Not only has he lived and worked in Herkimer County his whole life, he has always
been an active member in that community.
He believes in giving back to the community
XLEXWYTTSVXWLMQ,II\IQTPM½IW[LEXE
true leader should be.”
“It is an honor to have the support, once

again, of the Independence Party”, Farber
said. “I will continue to work as hard as I
have in the past. I run the Sheriff ’s Department as if it was a business. I have met payroll as a small business owner, made tough
decisions as a town judge for 20 years, and
lead the county’s law enforcement agency as
Sheriff; it would be a privilege and an honor
to continue to do so.” T

Around the Neighborhood
Nicollette of Natural Stone
Jewelry by Nicollette was
one of the many vendors
at the Mohawk Valley
Garlic and Herb Festival on
September 12th in Little
Falls. She was displaying
her hand made jewelry.
A portion of every sale is
donated to the Northeast
Kidney Foundation. Find
her on Facebook: facebook.
com/jewelrybynicollette.

The Greater Utica Chamber of Commerce held its annual Business Expo
on Wednesday, September 16th at the Utica Aud. On hand were David
Duerr and Theresa Rockwell from Empower Federal Credit Union. The
Aud was filled with many local businesses displaying their wares and
services. A great annual event to showcase our area businesses.

Larry and Edye Bonnani of
Ransom Hill Garlic Farm were
displaying their award winning garlic... blue ribbons in
both 2014 and 2015 NYS FAIR,
at the Mohawk Valley Garlic
and Herb Festival. Find them
on Facebook: facebook.com/
Ransom-Hill-Garlic-Farm.

Farm Girl Vinegars was sampling and selling their many artisan blends of their cider vinegar. Here owner and inspiration
for the Farm Girl brand, Laurie Schmitt of Sunnycrest Orchards
in Sharon Springs takes a few seconds to pose for us. Her stand
was bustling with customers all day long. Be sure to visit them
on Facebook: facebook.com/Sunnycrest-Orchards-Farm-Market-and-Greenhouses

EDITOR magazine was also on hand for the annual Business Expo held
Wednesday, September 16th at the Utica Aud. Pictured here are two of
our sales representatives Matt Stanley, (L) and Fred Mang.

The Utica Music and Arts Fest was in full swing over the weekend
of September 11-12 with hundreds of great musical acts in town
performing live in many local venues across our great area. The Owner
and creator of ADK Bloody Mary Tonic, Christine Marquis-Day (R),
and Mary Fontana were on hand at 315 Bar BQ and Brew with their
fabulous bloody Mary mix. Find her on Facebook: facebook.com/ADKBLOODYMARYTONIC
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“Peckulating” Chickens
By Terry Berkson
8LILIRW-½REPP]JSYRHMR
PEXIWTVMRKLEZIFIIRPE]MRK

TVSPM½GEPP]-[EWJIIHMRK
XLIQQEWLFYXXLI][IVI
WGEXXIVMRKMXEVSYRHXLI
GSSTERH]EVHWS-W[MXGLIH

XSTIPPIXWXLEXJSVXLIQSWX
TEVXWXE]MRXLIJIIHTEMP
+SSHIKKTVSHYGXMSR
GSRXMRYIHFYX-RSXMGIH
XLEXJIEXLIVW[IVIQMWWMRK
JVSQXLIRIGOWFVIEWXW
ERHVIEVIRHWSJWSQISJ
XLIFMVHW-X[EWR´X6SQIS
XLIVSSWXIV,I´WFIIRE
KIRXPIW[IIXLIEVX8LIKMVPW
WIIQIHXSFITYPPMRKIEGL
SXLIVWJIEXLIVWSYX°RSXEPP
SJXLIQNYWXEJI[3RIMR
TEVXMGYPEV[EWQMWWMRKQSVI
JIEXLIVWXLERXLISXLIVW
-EWWYQIHWLI[EWEXXLI
FSXXSQSJXLITVSZIVFMEP
TIGOMRKSVHIV-HMHR´XXLMRO
XLIJIEXLIVTYPPMRK[EWHYI
XSEPEGOSJTVSXIMRFIGEYWI
XLIJIIH-[EWYWMRKLEHE
LMKLTVSXIMRGSRXIRX %PWS
EPPS[IHXSJVIIVERKIXLI
FMVHWLEHEGGIWWXS[SVQW
FYKWERHKVIIRWXLEXEMHMR
TVSZMHMRKXLIQ[MXLE[IPP
FEPERGIHHMIX
8LIJIEXLIVTYPPMRK
GSRXMRYIHERH-FIKERXS
XLMROXLEXQE]FIMXLEH
WSQIXLMRKXSHS[MXLXLI
TIGOMRKMRWXMRGX ;LIR
JIIHMRKXLIQQEWLQ]
GLMGOIRW[IVIHSMRKEPSX
QSVITIGOMRK-[SYPH

Does the thought of roaming through an old mansion in
the dark in search of ghosts tickle your fancy?

Then join us on October 3rd
for our 5th annual

Night of Shadows Paranormal Investigation
at the Farnam Mansion with the NY Shadow Chasers
The event starts at 6pm with a book signing with paranormal authors, psychic readings,
and Gothic jewelry boutique. The paranormal investigation starts at 7pm and carries on
until around midnight. The latest in high-tech equipment will be supplied (at no extra
charge) by the Shadow Chasers, or feel free to bring your own.
Adult admission to the investigation is only $35.00/person with proceeds to
benefit the Livestrong Foundation and the Farnam Mansion Restoration Project.

This event will be limited to 20 people,
so order your tickets in advance before they are sold out.
Event location: Farnam Mansion, 302 Main Street (corner of Stone), Oneida, NY 13421
Website: http://collinwoodinn.webs.com

KYIWWXLEXMXXEOIWEXPIEWX
XIRTIGOWSJPE]MRKQEWL
XSGSRWYQIXLIIUYMZEPIRX
SJSRIPE]MRKTIPPIX8LI
FMVHW[IVIIEXMRKXLIWEQI
EQSYRXSJJSSHFYXHSMRK
EPSXPIWWTIGOMRKXSWEXMWJ]
XLIMVLYRKIV1]XLISV][EW
XLEXXLI][IVIXEOMRKI\GIWW
TIGOMRKIRIVK]SYXSRIEGL
SXLIV;LIR-FSYRGIHXLI
MHIESJJSJQ][MJI%PMGI
WLIPSSOIHEXQIWMHI[E]W
-XVMIHYWMRKQEWLEKEMRFYX
XLIVIWYPX[EWR´XHVEQEXMG
IRSYKLXSGSR½VQQ]
XLISV]
-XSSOEPSSOSR=SYXYFI
[LIVIXLIVI[EWER)RKPMWL
PEH]LSPHMRKELEPJFEPH
GLMGOIRERHXSYXMRKWSQI
FPYIPMUYMHMREWTVE]FSXXPI
XLEXWLI[EVRIH±(SR´XFI
HS[R[MRHSJXLIWTVE]
[LIR]SYYWIMX²-[EWWYVI
XLEXWLIQIERXXLEXXLIWXYJJ
WXMROW8LIYWISJTMRIXEV
ETTPMIHXSXLITPYGOIHEVIE
[EWEPWSVIGSQQIRHIHFYX
-GSYPHR´X½RHMXMRXS[R
SVIZIREXWXSVIWHS[RMR
XLI1SLE[O:EPPI] %WQIPP
XLEXGLMGOIRWHSR´XPMOI[EW
TSWWMFP]XLIERW[IV7S
[LEXJSYPWQIPPMRKGLIQMGEP
HMH-LEZIEVSYRHXLIJEVQ
XSYWI#)ZIV]SRIORS[W
XLEXWQIPPMWEWOYRO´WQEMR
HIJIRWI7SQIXMQIW[LIR
[ITEWWE¾EXXIRIHWOYRO
SRXLIVSEH%PMGIWE]WXLEX
XLIVIQEMRWWQIPPPMOIGSJJII
-LEZIXSEKVII7SMXJSPPS[W
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BOOMERANG
By Joan O. Scharf
After renting for two
seasons, Harriet and
George Trembley bought
their dream condo winter
residence in Delray Beach,
Florida, and Harriet, even
more than George was
thrilled with the decision.
1EVVMIHXLMVX]½ZIWLIJIPX
like a bride selecting all new
furnishings. Harriet thrived
on neatness and orderliness.
Her motto was the old cliché,“A place for everything
and everything in its place.”
She delighted in choosing an
elegant shell pattern dinnerware set in shades of blue
and she stacked them in
the cupboard with pleasure.
None of the rims were
chipped. The new glasses
lined up perfectly on the
shelf and they all matched,
with not an odd sized super
hero jelly jar glass among
them. The guest room
linens had a palm tree motif,
and the thick cream-colored towels along with an
expensive bathroom shower
curtain were carefully picked
out to coordinate.
She and George deliberated over paint samples, and
each piece of furniture was
carefully evaluated for the
perfect look. By the end of
the season, the condo was
essentially complete, and
they left their lovely winter
place with some reluctance,
to return home to upstate
New York for the summer.
*****
It was a warm September day in the suburbs of
Syracuse, and Harriet smiled
to herself as she reached for
the clothespins holding the
sheet. She loved the smell
of clean wind dried clothes.
It was one thing she would
miss in condo living, but she
was already dreaming of
the meticulously decorated place awaiting them in
Delray Beach.
“Hey, Mom. What’s up?”
“Wally! You startled me. I
almost dropped Dad’s shirt.
Any luck today?”
Wally frowned and sat
down on the back porch
steps. “Naw, I went to three
places this afternoon and
nobody’s hiring.”
Harriet looked at her son
from behind the striped pillowcases she was unpinning.
Medium build, sandy hair,
and reasonably good looking,

but not overly ambitious, she
thought ruefully. Wally had
problems keeping a steady
girlfriend or steady employment, and it had taken him
six years to muddle through
college. He’s been downsized or let go from his third
job since graduating, and recently gave up his apartment
to come home to roost.
“Where’s Dad? I need to
talk to him.”
Harriet picked up the basket of clean laundry to bring
inside. “I think he’s down
in the basement trying to
rewire the desk lamp.”
They were seated at the
dinner table when Wally
said,“Mom, I’ve been talking
to Dad. There aren’t any

jobs for me around here.
I think I’d have a better
chance in Florida. You and
Dad got that condo down
there, so how about I use it
until I get myself established.
Dad said it’s OK with him if
it’s OK with you.”
,EVVMIXJSYRHMXHMJ½GYPX
to swallow the carrots in
her mouth. She looked at
George, conveniently occupied with cutting his meat.
“My car will get me to FlorMHE² ;EPP]WEMH±ERH-½KYVI
I’ve got enough money for
gas. You do have some furniture and stuff in the place,
don’t you?” He looked at
them hopefully.
Harriet hesitated, as visions
of the beautifully appoint-
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condo skated in a slide
show through her head.
Reluctantly she said,“Yes, it’s
furnished. And maybe you
would have a better chance
SJ½RHMRKENSFXLIVI(EH
and I will be coming down
right after Christmas.”
±2SW[IEX-´PPLEZIENSF
going way before that.”
By the weekend he was
on his way with his car, his
clothes and three hundred
dollars he borrowed from
them to tide himself over.
In the ensuing month, to
Harriet’s great relief,Wally
HMH½RHWXIEH]IQTPS]QIRX
as a salesman in one of the
new large electronics box
WXSVIW*VSQTLSRIGEPPW
they were able to learn that
LIPMOIHLMWNSFXLIGSRHS
and the causal Florida life
style.
*****
Harriet tucked her black
bathing suit into an already
over stuffed suitcase. They

TPERRIHXSWXEVXSYXSR
XLIHVMZIXS(IPVE]&IEGL
tomorrow, and she could
hardly wait. Everything was
organized and ready to go.
When they arrived two
days later,Wally was there
in the condo, shoeless and
WLMVXPIWWXSLETTMP]KVIIX
XLIQ ±,I]TEVIRXW+PEH
]SYGSYPHNSMRQI,S[
[EWXLIXVMT#²
It took only a few minutes after they entered for
Harriet to notice the lanai
WPMHIVW[IVI[MHISTIRXS
the hot sunshine with the
air conditioner running. She
EPWSWE[XLIHEQTXS[IP
HVETIHSZIVXLITEPIFPYI
chair, and the stain on the
PMZMRKVSSQGEVTIXEWWLI
TYPPIHLIVWYMXGEWIXS[EVH
the bedroom.
It was less than a week
before Harriet sat down
to have a chat with her
LYWFERH ±+ISVKI-XLMRO
we should say something to
Wally.”
±7E]WSQIXLMRK#;LEXHS
]SYQIER#²
“You know…about getting
ETPEGISJLMWS[R,I´WLEH
ENSFJSVSZIVJSYVQSRXLW
now.”
+ISVKIQSZIHYRGSQJSVXably in his chair and said,“It’s
crossed my mind, but what
GER[IWE]XSLMQ#%JXIVEPP
he’s our son.”
“Yes, but he’ also twenty
IMKLX]IEVWSPHLEWR´XTEMHE
cent of rent, or mentioned
the three hundred dollars
we loaned him. I’m going
to talk to him about it, all
VMKLX#²
+ISVKIWLVYKKIH ±+S

ahead if you think it’ll do any
good.”
That evening,Wally was
changing his shirt to go out
when Harriet stood by the
FIHVSSQHSSV ±;EPP](EH
and I have been talking, and
we need to have a serious
discussion with you.”
±=IEL#;LEXEFSYX#² ;EPly combed gel into his hair in
front of the mirror.
±-X´WEFSYXXEOMRKVIWTSRsibility. You’re nearing thirty
you know, and…”
Wally broke in. “Mom,
I know. I know. I’m not
getting younger. Actually, I’ve
been thinking along these
same lines myself lately,
and I’ve decided to make a
change. I’m doing it Monday.
I’ll let you know details then.”
+MZMRKLIVEUYMGOOMWWSR
the cheek, he was out the
door.
Harriet stared after him in
WYVTVMWI %WWLIVIXYVRIHXS
the kitchen, she said,“I must
WE]+ISVKIXLEX[EWEPSX
easier than I thought. He’s
letting us know Monday
where he’s going.”
As she dried the dishes
while listening to the eveRMRKRI[WWLIWEMH±+ISVKI
did you notice that two of
XLIWIKPEWWIWEVIGVEGOIH#
;I´PPLEZIXSVITPEGI
them.”
Monday morning after WalP]PIJXJSV[SVO+ISVKIWEMH
±2S[,EVVMIXHSR´XTYWL
the boy. He told us he’d let
us know today, so let him do
it in his own time.”
(MRRIVXLEXIZIRMRK[EWE
WLSVXUYMIXEJJEMV ;EPP]ETTIEVIHTVISGGYTMIHI\GYW-

ing himself before dessert to
PIEZILSQIWE]MRK±(SR´X
go anywhere folks. I’ll be
back soon to talk to you.”
As Harriet busied herself about the kitchen, she
thought the dishtowels
looked dingy. She wondered
if Wally had been using
them to wash his car, and
now that he was leaving,
she made a mental note to
buy fresh new ones. Yellow
would blend nicely.
They were in the living
room watching television,
when Wally knocked on
the door and stuck his head
inside. He had a big grin on
his face.
±,I]XLIVITEVIRXW-
LEZIEWYVTVMWIJSV]SY²
,ISTIRIHXLIHSSV[MHIV
A tall skinny blond girl in
shorts and a faded Zombie
tee shirt stood beside him,
clinging to his arm. Wally
said,“I’d like you to meet
Connie.”
,EVVMIXERH+ISVKIWEX
rooted to the sofa.
“Mom, you mentioned I
RIIHIHQSVIVIWTSRWMFMPMX]
I agree. Ever since I met
Connie at work, it’s been in
the back of my mind. Today’s her birthday, so I gave
her a ring. We’re engaged!
Oh, and one other thing.
,IVTEVIRXWEVIQSZMRK
back to Oklahoma in a few
HE]WERH-EQXEOMRKVIWTSRsibility. I’m having her move
in here with me.”
Connie smiled and thrust
SYXLIVPIJXLERH¾YXXIVMRK
LIVFPYIXMTTIH½RKIVWXS[EVHXLIQ ±(S]SY[ERRE
WIIMX#-X´WVIEPP]GSSP² T
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Cider Making Process
-Fly Creek Cider Mill & Orchard, Inc.

Rack-and-cloth method, Laying up the “cheese” at the Fly Creek Cider Mill.
Follow in the footsteps of the many
folks who have witnessed the making
of fresh, sweet cider at the Fly Creek
Cider Mill. Take a self-guiding tour of
the Mill’s production area in the Cider
Gallery on the second level. The Gallery houses the exhibit Power, Process
and Popularity that depicts the entire
process, portraying the unique equipment that powers the Mill and offering
information about apples and cider.
The Gallery overlooks the original cider-making equipment that the Mill still
uses to produce some 20,000 gallons
of cider each fall. The actual process

takes place on weekends at non-scheduled times dependent on cider sales.
On busy fall weekends the Mill runs
continuously from ten until two. At
other times a video demonstrates the
cider making process.
The cider making starts with the
harvest of hand-picked New York State
Apple Country® Apples. The apples
are stored at 38 degrees Fahrenheit
before pressing. As needed the apples
are sent through the apple washer
located in the Mill’s old ice house
where they are scrubbed with nine

rows of brushes and heavy jets of
fresh, clean water. Grinding is the next
step performed by the power of the
Mill’s 1924 Waterloo Boy two-cylinder
engine. The engine was purchased
directly from the factory that later
became the John Deere CorporaXMSR 8LI;EXIVPSS&S]VYRWE¾EX
belt that turns a line shaft delivering
power to the grinder. Once ground,
the apple mash, called pomace, is
transferred to the 1889 Boomer &
Boschert water-hydraulic press. Layers
of pomace are placed in nylon cloths
between plastic racks in a formation
called a “cheese.” After the “cheese”
is complete the entire pressing tray is
rotated under the press. Pressure is
applied by a two-cylinder water pump
that is powered by the Lestner Water
Turbine located in the basement of the
Mill. The spinning turbine runs another
¾EXFIPXXSXVERWJIVTS[IVXSXLI
press’s water-hydraulic pump creating
pressure on the “cheese.” The resulting sweet cider is pressed out of the
pomace and held in a storage tank for
the next step: assuring cider safety. The
Mill’s newest piece of technology is
an ultraviolet light processing machine
called “Cidersure.” The Cidersure process guarantees cider safety by shining
high intensity ultraviolet light through
a very thin stream of cider. The light
eliminates the possibility of any harmful
contaminates in the fresh juice. The
cider is then pumped into two storage
tanks ready to be tasted and purchased
by Mill visitors. T

High School Footballs is better than College or the NFL
Frankfort resident Michael
Makohen said. “I got one
out here playing (for the
Frankfort Knights), and I got
the little ones playing Pop
Warner now.”
The Central New York
region is made up of a lot
of good high school football
teams. You got the defending 2014 New York State
Section III Class C champion
Notre Dame Jugglers, and
the 2014 New York State
Section III Class D champion
Dolgeville Blue Devils.
Frankfort Knight fans showing their support at a recent game.
By Daniel Baldwin
High school football is
back in Central New York.
Teenage football players
both new and old are
wearing their pads and
jerseys and hopping back
on the turf for a Friday night
football showdown.
“As a (high school) football
player you want to stay
healthy, win the division and

make the playoffs,” Frankfort
resident and former Frankfort Knights running back
Justin Vallone said.
The season is also the time
for parents, relatives, and
friends to cheer on their
player/sons who are currently playing on the football
roster.
“I got three grandsons
coming up to play football,”

You got the Herkimer
1EKMGMERW[LS½RMWLIH[MXL
a 9-1 overall record last year
and almost won the Section
III Class D title, but lost to
XLI.YKKPIVWMRXLI½REPW
Then there’s the Whitesboro Warriors another
playoff contending team
[LS½RMWLIHSZIVEPPPEWX
year.
A lot of sport fans throughout Central New York and
the U.S. love watching NFL

and college football games,
but there are others who
love high school football way
more that the NFL and/or
college football.
“I like high school football
more than the NFL,” Frankfort resident Paul Balumbo
said.

Continued on page 37
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A quick detour to the rescue
-Father doesn’t always know best
By Joseph Parzych
My father had a heart attack when our barn burned

down and couldn’t go back
to work at the Keith Paper
Mill. My mother was able to

get a job in the rag room
which had to be the hardest
job in the mill. My father was
overbearing and had always
kept control of the money.
Though my mother now
supported the family she
handed her pay over to him.
He then doled it out to her
when she needed to buy
something; he had his hand
out for the change when she
returned.
One day, my father picked
her up at the Keith after
she’d put in a hard day at
the mill while he was home
PSE½RKEPPHE]

“What’s for supper?” he
asked. I could see her clench
her teeth and her hands
XMKLXIRIHMRXS½WXW&YXWLI
didn’t belt him. She had a
better plan.
He drove to the First
National Store, handed her
some of her money and told
LIVXS½RHWSQIXLMRKKSSH
for supper—something he’d
like, of course.
She marched into the
store. I followed. I don’t
think she even noticed me.
She was on a mission. She
zipped out the side door
of the First National, in the

rear door of the
Rendezvous Cafe,
slapped money
on the bar, the bar
tender poured her
a shot, she tossed
it down and was
back in the store in
seconds.
After doing the
shopping, she
returned to the car.
She put the change
into my father’s
outstretched hand
and he pocketed
it, not realizing
he’d just bought
her a drink. On
the ride home, she
sat relaxed, palms
P]MRK¾EXSRLIVPETXV]MRK
her best to suppress a smug
smile. A sniff of the cork was
enough to give her a buzz,
a shot of whiskey on an
empty stomach made her
quite mellow.
1]JEXLIVRIZIVHMH½KYVI
it out. He was convinced
someone was supplying her
with narcotics.“I pick her
up from work, stone sober;
then, before we get home
she’s half-loaded,” he said.
“She’s got to be taking some
kind of dope.” T

The author’s Mother, Mary, posing at her demanding job in the
rag room. She used the huge rigid
knife sticking up behind her to cut
rags, which were mill ends from
textile and clothing factories. The
large items needed to be cut into
small pieces. It was important to
watch for any pieces of rubber
sewn into the fabric since it raised
havoc when the cotton cloth was
pulped and drawn up on rollers to
make into paper. She had to work
at a ferocious pace, which posed
a constant danger to her as she
bled easily, and did not coagulate blood well. The razor sharp
scythe-like blade was always a
looming threat

BUY DIRECT AT THE

HARDEN FACTORY SALE
LOWEST
PRICES OF THE
YEAR

IN McCONNELSVILLE, NY

2 DAYSS ONLY
Saturday,, Sept.. 26th - 10
0 AM
M to
o 5 PM
th
0 AM
M to
o 5 PM
Sunday,, Sept.. 27 - 10
THIS WEEKEND SHOWING A NEW
SPECIAL VALUE COLLECTION OF SOFAS
Sofas, Sleepers, Chairs, Bedrooms, Dining Rooms,
End Tables, Cocktail Tables, Home Office,
Hand Painted Pieces, Selected Showroom Closeouts

OVER 100 PIECES
AT 50% OFF AND MORE
• BUY NOW FOR HOLIDAY DELIVERY
• TWELVE MONTHS SAME AS CASH
• INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICE
• FREE DELIVERY WITHIN 60 MILES

SPONSORED BY YOUR FRIENDS AT GRACE FURNITURE, MARCY, NY • 315-735-0732 • FAMILY OWNED SINCE 1940
Harden Furniture, 8550 Mill Pond Way, McConnellsville, NY
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Announcements

# # # # #
ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111
CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.

PO Box 121, 6113 State Hwy. 5
Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381

classified@leepub.com

For Rent

Real Estate For Sale

183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.

5 ACRE BUILDING LOTS:
Middleville. All building lots to
be sold at greatly reduced
prices from $16,900. This is
the Best Deal around! 35
exceptional homesites set on
235 acres, riding trails, ponds,
views, snowmobile & ATV
trails. Only (4) lots remaining.
315-891-3254

FRANKFORT: Village, 3 bedroom, small yard, $590 plus
security, plus utilities, no pets.
315-735-8138.

Report any errors to 800836-2888

HERKIMER 2 bedroom second floor $550 plus security,
plus utilities, no pets. 315735-8138.

CRAFT VENDOR FAIR, Fall
Festival! Saturday, October
3rd, 9am-3pm, Herkimer
County Fairgrounds. $1.00
admission gets you $1.00
coupon to use that day. 315717-7997

HERKIMER: House, 3 bedroom, small yard, $800 plus
security, plus utilities, no pets.
315-735-8138.

For Sale

FAIRFIELD “Country Setting
Private Community” Modern 2
story home. New kitchen,
Brazilian granite countertops,
black appliances. Family,
great room, home office, master suite/ walk-in closet/ large
master bath with jacuzzi tub.
Over sized sun deck. New
detached 2 car garage. 2 nicely landscaped acres and
much more, $189,900. Interested, Koehler RE 315-8913254

Business
Opportunities
NATURAL HEALTH PRODUCTS BUSINESS: Be first to
market with science based,
breakthrough nutraceuticals.
Seeking 2 sharp leaders in
upstate New York. email:
peggprince@bell.net

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

WANTED

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $50 & UP

FIREWOOD mixed hardwoods, $60 per face cord.
Delivered. 315-738-9149
FURNITURE, Large birdcage,
small tools, coats & clothes,
dry sink, hutch, clocks, bike.
315-724-4496
SURE FIT RECLINER flip
cover, brown, $75; two twin
size, magnetic energy bed
pads, $400ea./OBO; Lazyboy
sofa-sleeper, green w/red
flecks, $500, clean&excellent
condition. Leave message,
315-361-1126.

Heating
HEAT YOUR HOME FOR
LESS:
Vermont
Casting
Stove. Great condition, $900.
Call 315-717-3359

7 Days a Week

315-335-3302
Custom Services
FRAN’S DOLL REPAIR &
RESTORATION: Also buying
& selling antique/vintage
dolls. Call Fran 315-797-4859

Horse Equipment

ED ITOR

MAIL
OR CALL

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

$4.00/

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
Today s Date________
COPY:

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
14 words - $4.00

15 words - $4.10

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
21 words - $4.70

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

______________ ______________ ______________ ______________
31 words - $5.70

L A N D A D I RO N DAC K S :
Camp Whitetail, 65 acres, Little Beaver Lodge, 55 acres.
Great setting for your home or
camp. Property has it all.
Large beaver ponds, woods,
fields, streams. Abundant
wildlife.
Snowmobile/ATV
trails. Town road with electric.
30 minutes to Old forge or
Utica. Asking $89,900 and
$79,900. Koehler RE 315891-3254

Automotive
ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

CLIP & SEND

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date:______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Call 800-836-2888 to place your classified ad.

Real Estate For Sale

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

Real Estate For Sale

Services Offered
DAN’S DRIVEWAY SEALING.
Residential and Commercial
line striping, symbols. Plus all
lawncare needs. Mowing,
landscaping, planting, hedge
trimming, mulching. Fully
insured. 315-225-1683
MAN WITH A PICKUP
TRUCK: Small moves, clean
outs, lawn service, landscaping. 315-982-9302, 315-5422056

EDITOR
Just Good Reading
To Place An Ad Call:
1-800-836-2888
To Subscribe Call:
888-596-5329

FOR SALE: Pioneer 2 horse
hitch wagon with canopy.
Seating for 8 adults. 315-8231504

Legal Services
For Rent
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT,
Mohawk,NY, $600. For Sale:
Kitchen appliances, $50 each.
518-821-3727

Storage
BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

WINTER STORAGE: Best
prices around. Cars and small
boats. Located in Schuyler.
315-794-1802
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ANSWERS

“The

purpose of art
is washing the dust of
daily life off our souls.”

— Pablo Picasso

Pablo Picasso - Paris, France 1904
Photo by Ricard Canals i Llambí
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Q&A: What a stock market ‘correction’ means to you
NEW YORK (AP) _ The
stock market’s steep decline
this month has pushed the
Dow Jones industrial average, the Standard & Poor’s
500 index and the Nasdaq
composite into what is
known as ``correction’’
territory.
Here are some common
questions asked about
corrections and what they
mean to average investors:

WHAT IS A
STOCK MARKET
CORRECTION?
A ``correction’’ is a Wall
Street term for when an
index like the Dow industrials or the Nasdaq _ or
an individual stock _ falls 10
percent from its most-recent high.The Dow fell
588.40 points Monday to
15,871.35, which is 13.3 percent below its record close
of 18,312 set on May 19. A
correction is not the same
as a bear market, which is
HI½RIHEW[LIREWXSGO
index or individual stock falls
20 percent from its most-recent peak.

IS THE ENTIRE
STOCK MARKET IN
A CORRECTION?
For the most part, yes.The
U.S. stock market’s three
QENSVMRHI\IWXLI(S[
S&P 500 and Nasdaq, are all
in correction territory now.
The S&P 500, the index that
investors pay the most attention to, is in a correction,
down 11.2 percent from its
VIGIRXLMKL8LEX´WWMKRM½GERX
While the indexes are
in correction, not every
member of those indexes
is in correction. In fact, even
with Monday’s sell-off, two
members of the S&P 500 hit

new highs.

WHEN WAS THE
LAST TIME WE HAD
A CORRECTION?
The U.S. stock market
entered into its last correction in October 2011,
but the market’s downturn
started in late July 2011.That
correction was caused by a
combination of factors, one
being the U.S. government
near breach of its debt
ceiling and subsequent credit-rating downgrade from
Standard & Poor’s, as well as
JIEVWEFSYX+VIIGI´W½RERcial condition.

ARE CORRECTIONS
A NORMAL THING
FOR THE MARKET?
Stock market corrections
have historically happened
every 18 months.The fact
that the U.S. market went
nearly four years without
one is historically unusual _
it is the third-longest such
streak in the last 50 years,
according to JPMorgan Asset
Management. Even the most
bullish of market strategists
will say a correction is ultimately healthy for a market
because it removes some of
the froth and speculation. T

High School Football continued from page 33
“The NFL are a bunch of
babies as far as I’m concerned.”
In a recent poll, on the
USA Today sports website, American voters, who
participated in this survey,
had to choose high school
football, college, or the NFL
as their favorite level of
football. As a result, more
than 75 percent of these
voters chose high school
over college and the NFL.
The other two levels of
football did not get past
the 20 percent mark (NFL:
6.52 percent/College: 15.22
percent).
Despite its popularity,
high school football does
have its disadvantages. The
high school stadiums tend
to be small and dimly lit
and concussions and other
½IPHVIPEXIHMRNYVMIWEVI
on the rise at this level of
competition, which is making
it tougher for teenagers
and their parents to decide
whether or not they should

NSMRSVXV]EHMJJIVIRXPIWW
risky sport. According to
headcasecompany.com, high
school football accounts for
47 percent of all reported
sports concussions, with
33 percent of concussions
occurring during practice.
Despite these issues, high
school football also has
many advantages for both
the players and fans. Players
and coaches have the
chance to play and coach
in their own hometown or
county, and unlike college or
the NFL, they typically do
not have to drive more than
50 miles to play a home or
an away game.
There are a few villages
and cities, throughout New
York State and the rest of
the U.S., that have at least
one college that runs a college football team, however
there are many more cities
and villages that do not have
a college campus in their
area, which means no local
college sports programs.

Those villages rely on high
school football and other
sports as their form of
entertainment.
“It’s (high school football)
something that’s from the
home and from the heart,”
Mike Irons of Frankfort
said. “We’re (fans) attached
to this. If you’re watching
football on T.V., you’re not
attached to it. They want to
see something from home.
Something that’s right here.”
It is also much cheaper to
go see a high school football
game where the colst is $5
at most, according to USA
Today, and fans could sit or
stand wherever they want.
But in my opinion, the
most important advantage high school football
has is that it gives players
the chance to become
strong athletes, to learn
the rules and plays behind
the sport, to learan to be a
team player and get a head
start towards their football
career. It is the starting

path towards becoming a
professional.
“They’re (high school
football players) realizing
that it (football) is what
gives these kids their leg up
and ambition,” Carlesimo
said. “That’s where it starts.
This is where you build
that momentum for the life
ahead.” T
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$100 Contest Winner
You could be the next lucky reader
amount of money.
When asked how they
were spending this milestone anniversary, Maria
said they were spending
time with their life long
friends, Mary and Joe who
were also honeymooning
MR'SZILEZIR½JX]]IEVW
ago! Leo said,“Tomorrow
night will be spent going
out with our family and
this, (pointing to the $100
bill on their dining room
table) will come in very
handy!”

How would YOU use
an extra $100??

This issue’s lucky reader
was Leo Callari of Utica!
Leo shared with me that
he picks up his copy
faithfully at the Fitness Mill
and that he and his wife,
Maria, both really enjoy

reading EDITOR magazine. He said that the articles are very interesting
and that there is always a
great mix of local advertisements that he and
Maria like to look over.
I arranged to take Leo’s
photograph on Friday the
18th and was told when
I arrived that they were
celebrating their 50th
wedding anniversary!
Congratulations to Leo

and Maria Callari on their
50th! We wish you both
many more wonderful
years together.
Leo shared that when he
and his bride took their
honeymoon, they went
to Covehaven, Pa where
they enjoyed a full week
in an all inclusive resort
for a total cost of $300!
We all shared a chuckle
on how far they would
get today with that same

It has been such a
pleasure meeting our
contest winners over
the past several months.
Everyone has just been so
supportive and wonderful
to talk with. Keep those
entires coming. Our next
clue can be found right
here on this page in the
accompanying advertisement about our contest.
Good luck to you all
and to answer Leo’s
question....“Can we enter
again even if we won?”
The answer is YES, you
can!!! T

Lifelong friends, Joe and Mary with our winning couple, Maria and Leo (far right). Two wonderful couples
celebrating their 50th wedding anniversaries! Congratulations to you all.
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